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Lee Departs Nov. 15; On to Washington State
by Alice O'Connor
Last week, David Lee, director
of student services, officially
notified the college of his
resignation, effective November
15,1977. Lee will take the position
of Activities Coordinator at
Washington State University in
Pullman, Washington, beginning
December 1, 1977. No indication
has been made as to who will
assume the" open position after
mid—November.
Lee indicated that his primary
reasons for the move center around
his desire to settle on the West
Coast permanently. Both he and
his wife are originally from the
West, and he would like to return
to what he sees as the "more
relaxed" environment. He looks
forward to the move as an opportunity to ""get away" from
"crime, pollution, and the high cost
of living."
Lee asserted that his decision
was based entirely on his personal
desire to seek a viable position on
the West Coast. He denied rumors

that there were pressures from the various organizations.
administration for his resignation,
Lee is looking forward to the
as well as those that he was challenge of a larger school. He
unhappy with his position at described the University as being
Trinity. He said that he "enjoys the very concerned with
the
students and people I work for educational value of having its
here," and added "I'd like to move students take on large adTrinity out West."
ministrative capacities. He added
Lee noted that his position at that Washington State puts a large
Washington State is a "step—up emphasis on his job, and puts a
job," which offers him op- great deal of time, money and
into
extracurricular
portunities for experimentation effort
and, eventually, for rising to higher activities.
positions. As Activities CoordinaLee said that he regrets having
tor, he will be in charge of all to leave Trinity in the middle of the
extra-curricular activities for the year. The task of finding a new
student body of 16,500. He will Director of Student Services will be
work closely with the Student more difficult now, when the job
Government which, he noted, is market is filled and fewer canincorporated, and owns and oper- didates available.
ates many facilities in the massive
Presently, he noted, the adcampus center, including a civic ministration is seeking student
center, the bookstore, a ski resort, participation in filling the position.
and many other operations, e will Lee said that he would like to see
be working in a "much larger, and an effort to find "someone from
probably more bureaucratic" situa- elsewhere, with new ideas," as his
tion. The Activitiiies Coordinator's successor.
office alone contains five full-time
staff members to operate the

Capital Campaign Hits $ 12M Goal

was

Trinity has raised $12 million in
capital gifts, the largest fundraising effort in the school's
history. Achievement of the goal,
which was set by the College in
January, 1975, was announced by
Dr. George W.B. Starkey,
chairman of the board of trustees,
to 500 alumni attending Trinity's
annual
reunion-homecoming
banquet Saturday evening.
In a brief ceremony, President
Theodore
D.
Lockwobd
congratulated members of the
capital campaign steering committee and volunteers for their
dedicated work. He paid special
tribute to Robert M. Blum '50 of
New York City, a trustee and
chairman of the national campaign
committee. Dr. Lockwood expressed gratitude for the generosity
of more than 3900 donors who

contributed a total of $12,262,225
to the campaign.
The gifts are principally for
faculty support, scholarships,
preservation of the campus, library
endowment, and an addition to the
library building. The current
market value of Trinity's endowment is $35 million.
"When we consider how these
gifts have strengthened Trinity,"
Lockwood said, "we all have
reason for exuberance. They
confirm the desire of Trinity's
alumni and friends to recognize
excellence in teaching and to
sustain the quality so essential to
liberal learning. This campaign has
resulted in seven new named
professorships at Trinity, each of
which will help the College to
maintain an outstanding faculty."
Named
professorships

established during the campaign
include a chair of applied science
given by Vernori D. Roosa of West
Hartford, noted inventor and
industrial designer; The Charles A.
Dana Foundation of Greenwich
has supported four named
professorships of political science,
religion and intercultural studies,
and the humanities.
" Shelby Cullom Davis, a
prominent figure in government,
finance and education, established
a named chair in American
business and economic enterprise.
A professorship of corporation
finance' and investments was
funded by George M. Ferris, a 1916
alumnus of Trinity and chairman of
Ferris & Company in Washington,
D.C.
The campaign also brought
cont. on page 13

Though the outcome was less than pleasing for Bantam boosters, these Trin scholars seemed to be
enjoying themselves during Saturday's Homecoming game with Williams.
photoby Scott MUventhal

Director of Student Services Dave Lee
photo by Scott M. Leventhal

Right To Disrupt
by Alice O'Connor
The Academic Freedom
Committee recently drew up a
document "On Disruption of College Meetings" which states the
reasons why the interference with
free and open .discussion is a
punishable offense at the college,
(for the text of the AFC proposal
see p/3). The document is in large
part an explanation of college
regulation number ten of the
Handbook.
In the near future! the faculty
will vote on acceptance or rejection
of the Committee's viewpoint. The
question still remains in many
student's minds as to whether
rejection of this document would
lead to omittatice of regulation
number ten, which cites as
punishable "interference with free
and open discussion, including the
disruption of invited speakers."
Last Tuesday
afternoon
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Bill Puka discussed and critiqued
the document. Puka examined
what he sees as the AFC's failure to
study the concept of "rights" in
'light of political realities. In this
way, the statement does not take
into account the inherent good in
an attempt to demonstrate an
opposition to immorality (as in the
case of the pro—apartheid speaker
from South Africa), through the
medium of disruption.
Puka added that disruptive
methods are "justifiable" when an
institution such as Trinity provides
no other vehicle for the expression .

of digressing viewpoints.'
He emphasized the fact that
disruption is often used as a means
to indirectly and "in absentia"
protect the rights of others. He
gave as example the case in which a
speaker is advocating a system of
government which, in the eyes of
most, is exploiting the majority of
its population-as in South Africa.
Disrupters in this case were
exercising "rights" in two ways:
first,' they were protecting the
unrepresented black majority in
South Africa by attempting to
prevent a speech which could
create further exploitation if it
served to gain support for apartheid. Secondly, Puka said, they
were exercising their right to intolerance of what they see as an
immoral point of view.
He noted that, when one is
concerned with morality, the right
to suppress an immoral and
damaging presentation is owe
which must be respected. There
are times, he said, when certain
rights must be curtailed in order for
the greatest good to result. In
political reality, no right is absolute; when the use of freedom of
speech curtails the freedom of
others, a disrupter is justified in
refusing to tolerate the speech.
Puka pointed out that obstructing a speaker from addressing
a group is not, as the AFC states, a
a denial of the right to information.
If someone desires to learn about a
speaker's viewpoint, there are
cont. on page 5

College Affairs Comm. Announces Officers
by B1U Adler
The College Affairs Committee
is an organization on campus
specifically designed to deal with
the problems of the college
community. Establishing policies
and proposing recommendations
regarding college affairs constitutes its primary function.
The committee's membership
consists of a combination of
faculty, students, and administration. These 12 elected
members act as a grievance
committee for anyone with
problems involving Trinity,
Some of the issues currently
being discussed include the
publicizing of information on three
emergency phones which are
presently located around campus,
the possibility of holding a "Feed a
Prof" week during which students
would invite faculty members to

eat at Mather for free, and the
holding of a coffee hour after each
Horizons lecture to encourage
student discussion on the program.
Other issues which have been or
will be considered are the
possibilities of all-night study areas,
a book store investigation or
monitoring, a policy revision about
Joke Night which would reword the
handbook, and an investigation of
security problems.
Jane Millspaugh, a member of
the physical education department,
is the chairperson of the committee. Working with her as cochairperson is Phyllis St. George, a
junior at Trinity. Both have expressed a concerted interest in
improving campus life generally.
One of Phyllis' motivations for
joining was that the organization
can handle any campus issue and
that if she saw any existing

problems, she could deal with them
directly. Both Jane and Phyllis
place a major emphasis on student
contact with the College Affairs
Committee. Phyllis sees her role as
co-chairperson as that of "talking

to the students, seeing what the Grounds, Al Garafolo f
rnm
students want, and bringing student security, David Winer, Dean!
input to the committee."
Students, David Lee, I W *
Other members of the com- Student Services, and threT J
mittee include Professor Steve elected students, Lisa Passaia,;
Christopherson of the education Steve Roberts, and Jeff Long
department, Judith Dworin of the
The next meeting Of'th. >
dance department, Sonia Lee of College Affairs Committee I
the modern language department, scheduled for October 25th Th
Riel Crandall of Buildings and meetings are open to the college !

Copyright Fee Foreseen
by Alice O'Connor

3

i
itAssistant Professor June Millspaugh Is chair person of the
College Affairs Committee.

Frederick Joins Public Relations
about," says Frederick. They are there are plenty of schools,
also interested in reaching especially in the Northeast, which
potential donors and students. She are very similar. Further, Trinity is
adds that, "we want Trinity to be not a research center, so it is
perceived by the public as the fine difficult to get national attention,
liberal arts college that it is. We particularly when every school is
want to put the best foot forward competing for space in a few prime
for the institution." To achieve this publications, such as the New York
end, the office puts out an Times, Wall Street Journal and
assortment of directories, hand- Chronicle of Higher Education.
books and other publications and Nevertheless, Frederick believes
Frederick keeps very busy and,
has established relationships with that she is meeting some success in
this pursuit. In the past, with the
on the afternoon before Homelocal and national media.
exception
of the Joke Night incoming Weekend, "hectic" would'
Of course, the office's purpose
cident two years ago (which apbe the best word to describe her
is to draw attention to pleasant
peared in Newsweek), she can
activity. She was employed in
events, but the problem of dealing
recall only good publicity for
handling publicity for the weekend;
with unpleasant
events is Trinity in the national press.
on Saturday, awards were presentinevitable. Frederick explained
ed, an event which could be of local
Currently, the Office of Public
that, if a bad event does occur,
interest.
office workers do not go out and Relations is being restructured. A
publicize it. However, if members new Director of Public Relations
The Office of Public Relations
of the media ask, they tell them the has been hired and will be arriving
deals with the media, the comtruth, no matter how unpleasant it in December, when he will decide
munity, alumni and various other
might be. For one thing, they are on the definite course that policy
entities and makes (hem aware of
eager for any "bad publicity" that will take. • ."''
activities the college and its
Meanwhile, Frederick is '
goes out to be accurate.
members are involved in, "Our job
A difficult task is attracting working on alumni publications
is to make the College known to
attention in the national media. (which also go to. parents and
various constituencies that we care
Trinity has a good reputation, but secondary schools), which include
the Trinity Reporter and a literary
magazine. She sees the: possibility
of other types of alumni
publications in the near future. In
addition, she would ; like the
The Connecticut Public In- poll and to give people calls to publications to concentrate more
terest Research Group (Conn make. According to Scarpa, who is on student and faculty accomPIRG) has announced the responsible f o r coordinating the plishments. To get a better perinitiation of a Hartford area poll on poll, it is designed so that people spective of what is going on, she
the controversial bottle bill. can make as few or as many calls as considers an important part of her
Students from Trinity and the they like. Each caU should take 5 job mixing with faculty, students
University of Hartford will be minutes or less, and responses will and administrators.
telephoning over 400 people be recorded on a specially designed
Soon, she will be doing much of
chosen at random from the Hart- form.
the writing for the Reporter. For
"This will be an excellent now, she is very busy writing press
ford telephone book and will
record their responses to the ppportunity for people to learn a releases.
• question "Would you be in favor of little about the bottle bill and about
Many will remember Kathy
a bill to place a mandatory deposit polling," commented Scarpa.
Frederick as President Lockwood's
Volunteers who can't get to assistant last year. She comments
on beverage bottles and cans?"
According to ConnPIRG Mather Hall Tuesday evening that that is essentially a 2-3 year
organizer Jim Scarpa, the purpose should 6all -the ConnPIRG state position and she held it for two
of the poll is to demonstrate the office at 525-8312 or leave a note in years. It is important, she says, that
degree of support for the bill in the Trinity Box 1523.
there be turnover in that job, so
that there is always someone with a '
Hartford area.
fresh perspective in the President's
• "In the past," said Scarpa,
office.
"people have
demonstrated
support for-the bill with petitions
Frederick was an English major
signed by thousands of citizens, but
at Trinity. After graduating, she
PARENT'S WEEKEND
soine legislators remain unworked for American Home and
convinced that the majority of
Crafts magazine in New York.City.
OCT. 28-30
their constituents support it. This
However, she has never worked for
poll will demonstrate just what
a newspaper and admits that she
Schedules will be sent to
percentage of Hartford area
still has things to learn. Her only
students* and faculty memresidents favor the bill."
immediate plans to further her
bers in early October.
The bottle bill, which has had a
education
are
to
study
legendary career of near passage in
photography so she can take
*Room reservations in
the state legislature during the past
pictures
for
the
various
Hartford are limited because
6 years, is intended to reduce waste
publications with which she works.
of a convention. Encourage
of energy and natural resources, to
Frederick feels that she must be
your parents to make reserreduce litter, and to move Conthick-skinned because of t h e
vations quickly, Hotel Sonesta
necticut one step toward waste
unpredictability of her job. Often,
has reserved a block of 150
reduction rather than waste
despite considerable effort, a news
rooms for Trinity parents but
disposal.release is not printed. But, the
they are also going quickly.
A ConnPIRG staff member will
surprise bonuses come along with
be at a table in Mather Hall from 6
the disappointments. Basically, she
to 7 this Tuesday evening, October
feels she cannot
become
11, to explain the workings of the
discouraged; she must keep trying.
by Alan Levine
Kathy Frederick has moved
from the President's office to the
Office of Public Relations. The
former Assistant to the President is
now Associate Director of Public
Relations and she is enjoying the
"exciting, fast-paced work" in the
office, previously palled the Office
. of Public Information.

ConnPIRG Conducts Poll

gain in sheer profit from the new :
law. BMI, which already collects 55 \
Holly Singer
million per year in royalties, figures I
A new copyright law, which that payments from higher!
goes into effect January 1, 1978, education will bring them 100?
will have a major impact on higher million in additional revenue,!,
education. Under the statute, Moreover, the schools do not stand'.
colleges and universities will have a chance in fighting the cor-1
to pay large license fees for live porations, because they do notf
musical performances. This law, have the lawyers or funds for the I
which has extensive implications legal battle. As David Lee, director I'
for Trinity College, applies if the of student services, declared!
performers get paid, and/ or an Trinity College will have to "putupr
admission fee is charged, even or shut up."
.
''
indirectly, such as through student
Trinity will have to make
activity fees.
important decisions in dealing will
Prior to the revision of this law this law. Should we book concerts
in 1976, educational institutions for next semester without knowing!
had been exempted from paying how much to pay in royalties! I
musical performance license fees, Another question involves the role'
because schools are non-profit of fraternities. Will frats have lo>
organizations, and the legislators pay royalties if they hire a band? In j
claimed that there is educational addition, student organization)
value in performances.
which sponsor performances caul
The fee schedules which either request more money fror
schools will have to pay are the Budget Committee or curtailt
1
determined by three major the number of musical events to
copyright corporations, Broadcast next semester. As a result, SGA;
Music, Inc.; American Society of will have to negotiate with thtj
Composers,
Authors
and College over the provision of funds:
Publishers; and SESAC, Inc. BMI for royalties.
proposes a two-part payment;
The repercussions of the ner
schools will have to pay an annual copyright law imply that tl(
fee of ten cents per Student, which College will have to either pa;
covers any music played without exorbitant fees or substantial)
having
hired
outside
en- alter the quantity and quality of Ik w,
tertainment, and another payment musical entertainment provided ot [
per performance, depending upon campus.
'
the seating capacity. This second
Lee said that he will not finalize5part entails approximately fifteen any arrangements for payi»{<
dollars for copyrights each time royalties until he procures sufany player performs at the school. ficient legal counselling. The
Payments would be made to all College is presently unsure as lo
three corporations.
how to deal with the copyright
These corporations can only payments.

T.T.P. Organizes
by Peter Crosby
The Trinity Tutoring Program
at the Fox Elementary School
(Maple Ave.) has at this point ,
enlisted over 25 firmly committed
tutors for this fall's program. T.T.P.
is an informal reading assistance
project which will be helping 3rd6th graders (8-12years old). Special
emphasis will be placed on
pleasure reading, word recognition
games, parental contact, and on
creating personal friendships.
The Program starts on Monday,
October 24 and will run until
Thursday, December 1, 1977.
Tutors will devise individual
tutoring programs to fit their needs
and those of the child. A "Tutor
Workship" will be held this
Thursday night, October 13 at 6:30
in Wean Lounge. The workshop
will help advise tutors with
procedures, approaches, expectations, and will distribute some
of the materials to be used in
tutoring.

Speaking at the workship *
be : Dr. Steven L. Christopherson,.
a Trinity professor of education;:
Ms. Patricia Lowman, who is the;
Special Project Director «';
"Reading is FUNdamental" h
Hartford, and Mr. Louis Lanzano*;
the guidance counselor at Pl
Elementary School. Also lending
their advice will be Alan Martui
'78, a past tutor, and JoryLo*
wood '78, who i s , presently '
student teacher in Hartford, TIN
workshop is open to all and is
stressed for those expecting to
tutor this fall.
T.T.P. is still taking applications for tutors and those w
wish to join in should attend tP
workshop. You can be involves
and learn about our community1
this enjoyable and rewarding « #
If you are unable to attend and jw
still wish to be included, or u ""
have any questions, please coi.ntacl
Peter Crosby, Box 706 o r " " "

Last year. 1 established a Dean's Advisory Committee in order to
provide students with a forum for expressing concerns about any
and all aspects of life at Trinity College.We met informally about
once a month and discussed topics ranging from the effectiveness of
student government to dormitory relations. The Committee was
helpful in the establishment of an all-night study area and assisted
in the modification of Iron Pony hours, to name just two items. The
Committee is open to all students.
^
We will be having our first meeting on October 18, 1977 at 4:00
P.M. in Alumni Lounge.
Other meeting dates are: November 22, February 14, March 14,
April 18.

:

.

•

\ •• •:•-•

, ••.

: i

Please try to attend and invite any of your friends who may **;
^interested.
:.• • •
'
DeM'WInW'^^
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Eigenbrodt Cup To Peelle
The highest honor given to a to an alumnus for unusual and
Trinity College alumnus, the significant service to the College.
Eigenbrodt Cup, has been awarded Peelle is a partner in the Pace
to William R. Peelle of West Consulting Group in Hartford, and
Hartford, a charter trustee of the a former vice president at ArrowCollege and a member of the Class Hart, Inc. Appointed to the board
of trustees at Trinity in 1971, he is
of 1944.
The Eigenbrodt Cup and several chairman of the buildings and
other awards were presented on grounds committee and a member
Saturday evening (October 8) at the of the executive and development
annual Reunion-Homecoming oommittees of the board. He has
banquet. Over 500 alumni were in been a major force in the College's
current fund-raising drive, heading
attendance.
the major gifts aspect of the campaign.
The Alumni Achievement Award
George Malcolm-Smith is the
was presented to George Malcolmauthor of seven noels, one of which
Smith '25 of West Hartford, retired
was made into a musical comedy
insurance advertising executive,
author and jazz musicologist. A- that ran on Broadway. For over 40
lumni Medals for Excellence were years, he worked as a writer, editor
awarded to Wintrop W. Faulkner and public relations manager for
Travelers
Insurance
'53, an architect from Washington, the
D.C. David R. Smith '52, Vice- Companies. A jazz musicologist,
President of Marketing for National he was a commentator on WTIC
Blank Book Co. in Holyoke, Massa- radio for eight years, and is the
owner of an extensive jazz record
chusetts; and David B. Beers '57,
collection. Trinity awarded him an
an
attorney
from
Washington,
D.C.
to ml
honorary master's degree in 1952
and an Alumni Medal in 1975.
Peelle is the 39th recipient of the
Malcolm-Smith has ben class agent
Eigenbrodt Cup, awarded annually

Budget Gives Bucks
by Dick Dahling
At its last meeting, the S.G.A.
Budget Committee heard requests
from four different organizations.
The committee also received some
important ^information from the
Director of Student Services,
David Lee, concerning new
copyright laws that will mean |
higher costs for many organizations
at Trinity.
.
Andrew Terhune and Mark
O'Connor, representing WRTC,
made a request for $395 for a
transmitter tube that will be used as
a back-up for the station. Under
F.C.C. rules, all stations must have
this back-up to insure that the
station will stay on the air in case of
a malfunction of the existing
equipment already in use. This
request was approved by the
committee.
Terhune and O'Connor also
discussed the possibility that :
WRTC's chief enginer John I
Graham may be leaving in the near
future. He has given a great deal of
free time for repairs and general
maintenance of the station. If he
does leave, the station's budget will
have to be expanded in order to
cover the costs of a regular
maintenance service. David Lee
suggested that they may vant to
ask the college for some type of
direct funding if they are forced to
use an outside maintenance service.
On behalf of the Trinity Folk
Society, Peggy Fredrickson made a
request for $100 to be used for two
concerts this term, Several ways
were discussed as to how some
money could be saved by either
charging admission or asking for
donations. The committee approved the request with the
tipulation that a donation of 50c be
requested for the first concert with
any proceeds being returned to
The Trinity Tripod;, Vol. 76,
issue 6, October 11, 1977. The
TRIPOD is published weekly
on Tuesdays, except vacations, during the academic
year. Student subscriptions
are included in the student
activities fee; other subscriptions are $12.00 per year. The
TRIPOD is printed by the
Palmer Journal Register,
Palmer, Mass., and published
at Trinity College, Hartford,
Connecticut, under the Act of
March 3, 1879. Advertising
rates arc $2.00 per column
inch, $35 per quarter page,
$65 per half page, and $123 for,
a full-page.

for Trinity's alumni fund since
1961.
Winthrop
W.
Faulkner
graduated from Trinity in 1953 and
received a degree in architecture
from Yale University. He is a
partner in Wilkes and Faulkner
Architects in Washingtn, D..C. He
is an architectural advisor to
Family and Child Services in
Washington and has taught at
Catholic University. From 1971 to

1977, he was a member of the
David Beers received his BA. in
board of trustees of Trinity.
1957 and his LL.B. from the
David R. Smith received a B.A. University of California at
"from Trinity in 1952 and an M J3.A. Berkeley. He is an associate ast
from Harvard in 1954. An out- Shea and Gardner, a general
standing athlete at Trinity, he is practice firm in Washington, D.C,
former president of the National a former chairman of Trinity's
Alumni Association. He is co- board of fellows, and is a regional
chairman
of
the
alumni chairman for the current capital
Association. He is co-chairman of fund-raising drive.
the alumni committee for the
current fund-raising drive.

SGA Plans For Future
by Barbara Grossman
Joined by twelve newly elected
members, the SGA discussed its
goals for the future. In addition to
the ten freshmen, two write-in
candidates from the school-wide
election (Diane Roentrater '79 and
Nancy McCulluch '81) came to
replace the resigning Laura Wish
and Wicks Stires.
President Seth Price welcomed
the new members and asked them
to voice their ideas about longrange goals for SGA. In the past,
he said, SGA has concerned itself
primarily with day-to-day administrative tasks (e.g. the van, elections, course evaluations.) The
time has come for the government
to do things for the Trinity students
who will be here many years hence.

stitution Committee is seriously
considering. He encouraged all
members interested in the
problems of representation to work
with the committee.
The isolation of SGA from the
general student body seems likely
to be of major concern to the
government this year. It was one of
several problems which Price
discussed with President Lockwood this week.
Director of Student Services
David Lee, who was present at the
meeting, said that the student
government would gain power by
becoming more truly representative. Right now, faculty and
administrators see SGA as a room
full of people voting their own
minds. If SGA members had
constituencies, their opinions
would carry more weight. Lee
pointed out that when SGA has
worked for student wishes, and
has been perservering, he has
accomplished a great deal. He
pointed to the Pub, which took
three years of hard work to
achieve, as a prime example.
Three important issues which the
student government is determined
to have a voice in are SGA

the Budget Committee. Depending
on the success of this policy, the
next concert might have to be run
on a ticket sale basis.
Fredrickson also discussed the
One of the new members, Candy
need for more funds so that two
Puchino,
asked how represenmajor concerts could be
scheduled. No specific action was tatives can be responsibe to student
wishes, since they have no real
taken concerning this request.
David Lee discussed at great constituencies. Another, Nancy
length the upcoming ACU—I— McColloch, suggested that
NECCA conference (Annual Fall members be elected by dorms.
Conference of the Association of That way, they could easily arrange
College Unions - International - meetings with the students whom
and The New England Maritime thet represent. Price answered that
Region . of The National En- this is one idea that the Contertainment
and
Campus
Activities Association) to be held
from November 5-8 in Boston. This
conference provides an opportunity
for students of different colleges to
On Disruption Of College Meetings
exchange ideas concerning governmental and social activities at their
respective schools. A large number
It is undoubtedly true that - wisdom, use or seek to use and
of activities are planned for the four
many students who participate in often abuse. As Leslie H. Gelb,
day conference.
the disruption of meetings on director of the governmental task
After discussion as to the cost college campuses do so out of force that produced the Pentagon
and benefit of sending students to concern to build more equal, just Papers wrote "most of our elected
the conference, it was decided by and humane societies throughout and appointed leaders in the
the committee that 4 students the world. Whatever their motives, national security establishment felt
should be sent (2 from S.GJP.B., 2 however, the use of methods which they had the right
and beyond
from S.G A. with one of the S.G.A. violate and subvert the basic that the obligation-— to
members also a member of the principles of freedom of expression manipulate the American public in
Budget Committee). Three of the and academic freedom is a n t i - the national interest as they
students will be paid for with $285 democratic, anti civil— libertarian defined it."
allocated from the contingency and especially incompatible with
Access to varying and opposing
funds (At Wednesday's S.G.A. the nature and purposes of a views
important to our society
meeting, the number of students college or university.
in generalis critical as an
Surely it must be understood operating principle of a college or
was raised to five & the monetary
allocation to $475.) Expenses of the that integral to the very nature of university. Universities existed in
fourth student will be paid for by democracy is the right of the medieval times and can exist
people to decide for themselves without buildings and books but
David Lee.
Lee also discussed the new which views, proposals, and they cannot exist in any meaningful
copyright laws which go into effect policies are right or wrong, good or sense without freedom of inquiry
on January 1. This will mean added bad, sound or unsound. This and expression. No college or
expense for Trinity as the college means that all points of view are university is worthy of the name if
will no longer be exempted from entitled to be expressed and heard. students and faculty are not free to
paying royalties on all copyrighted If some may argue for capitalism, examine all ideas and pursue them
music performed at the college. others may argue for socialism; if wherever they may lead.
There is, however, no inWhile the full impact of the law will some may attack our foreign
not be known until more inr policies, others may defend them. compatibility between such
formation is gathered, there will If we deny people access to in-' freedom of expression and the right
undoubtedly be additional ex- formation and argument, we impair to protest against a particular
Peaceful,
penses involved in musical pro- their ability to govern themselves. meeting or speaker.
As Madison wrote,"A popular non—obstructive protest, inductions starting January 1. No
government without popular
action was taken by the S.G. A.B.C.! information or the means df cluding picketing and counas the exact implications resulting acquiring it, is but a prologue to a ter-meetings-no matter how
disconcerting-is in itself a
from the law are still unclear.
farce or a tragedy, or perhaps protected form of free expression.
The committee gave Peter both." What is more, all silencing
On the other hand, it is a
Crosby $133.50 to be used by the of discussion, as Mill taught, rests.
Trinity Tutoring Program. This will on an assumption of infallibility. It punishable offense to protest
against a particular meeting or
serve as its entire budget.
assumes that some usually self—
The final allocation made was in selected core of guardians has speaker in such a manner as to
the amount of $50 for as a wine and possession of the final, ultimate, disrupt any authorized college
meeting or activity, specifically
cheese reception at which Keats and definitive truth.
including a speaker's right to speak
Jarmon, the new Internshship
Denial of access to particular and the audience's right to hear.
Coordinator will be introduced and
a speaker will talk. The funds doctrines or information is a tactic,
Academic Freedom
weere given to T.C.A.C. which is too .that all "guardians," convinced
of
their
superior
knowledge
and
Committee
sponsoring the reception.

Academic Freedom Proposal

policy, the new bookstore contract,
and choosing a replacement for
Lee, who leaves Trinity in
November. The SAGA advisory
committee has already met with
Manager Jeff Wilson, who is considering instituting a more flexible
meal plan next year. The bookstore
committee intends to research
bookstore policies at other schools,
and thereby help adivise the administration as to whether or not
they should renew Follett's contract this December. Three
Steering Board membverrs, (Seth
Price, Karen Ezekiel, and Ken
Feinswog) will be on the committee
of administrators, faculty and
students who will find a new
Director of Student Services.
Other Committee reports are
summarized as follows: COMMITTEE ELECTIONS: Budget:
Candy Pluchino '81, Mark Miranda
'81, Career Counseling: Nelson
Toner '81, Jim Pomeroy '81,
Parking Appeals: Bob Herbst
'80, John Valaitis '80, Lisa Bourget
'81, Joe Troiano '80 (alternate);
SGA Parlementarian (new office);
Bob Herbst '80 COURSE COMMENTARY: The resignation of coeditor ,; Laura Wjsh from SGA
places an even greater burden on
the remaining editor, Anne
Knutson. SGA still hopes to get the
book out on November 10, before •.
p r e - r e g i s t r a tion . C ON STITUTUION: TCB's ammended
constitution has been approve
cont. on page 13

Krieble Recipient
Robert B. Schlesinger, a senior
chemistry major from Narberth,
Pennsylvania, hass Been awarded
the Krieble Scholarship at Trinity
by the Loctite Corporation. The
full-tuition scholarship was
established in memory of Dr.
Vernon K. Krieble, who invented the sealant called LOCTITB
while he was a professor of
Chemistry at Trinity. The company
he subsequently founded is now an
internation operation.
The ,scholarship has been
awarded annually since 1961 to a
chemistry student who has
"demonstrated outstanding
scholastic achievement and who ...
offers promise of making a
significant contribution to the
profession of chemistry." The
scholarship check for $3,950 was
presented at Loctite's Newineton
headquarters by Dr. Robert H.
Krieble, Chairman of the Board of
Loctite Corporation and son of its
founder.

. Schlesifflgeir

Kassow Unravels Russian Riddles
by Eric Samuelson
On Tuesday October 4th, Dr.
Samuel Kassow of the History
Department initiated the TownGown lectures in Goodwin Theater
with a discussion of "Russia:
Enigma Within a Riddle." He
spoke to an audience composed
largely of the Hartford community
although some Trinity students and
faculty were present.
Kassow began his lecture with
an anecdote in which Joseph Stalin,
after his death, descends into Hell
and there encounters the last Czar,
Nicholas II. Czar Nicholas greets
Stalin with a series of questions:
"Tell me, Comrade Salin, do we
still send our political dissidents to
Siberia?"
"Yes Czar/ we still send our
prisoners to Siberia," Stalin replies. "Do we still keep our peasants on tight leash?"
"Yes Czar," Stalin adds, "we
make them use passports to travel
about." And Comrade Stalin, the
vodka, is it still 45 VJ?" •
"No Czar," Stalin answers,
"the vodka is now 48'/i."
At this point the Czar leaps

upon Stalin, flailing wildly at him
and shouting, "You damn Communist, for 3 Vt you had to fight a
revolution?"
The humor of the story points to
a main theme of Kassow's lecture:
change and continuity in Russian
history. The title refers to a
wartime quote from Wins"ton Churchill that Russia was "a riddle
wrapped in a mystery in an
enigma." Many Americans forget,
how many millions of Russian lives
were sacrificed in World War II for
the preservation of the West. This
fact perhaps helps explain why
Russian memories of the War are
much more acute then those in
America even today. Kassow went
on to cite some of the paradoxes
that we see in Russia; that Stalin,
whom we view as one of history's
most terrible dictators, nonetheless
wished to be remembered as a
great Marxist thinker., Also the
problem Russia has as a "backward country"—the contrast between poverty and great natural
resources. We observe this conflict
today between Sputnik and Russia's great military power on the

one hand and her embarassing
agricultural and consumer shortages on the other.
Kassow illustrated a further
point through a comparison with
America: both countries have vast
natural resources and enormous
continental frontiers; in Russia's
case, one stretching 8,000 miles
across Siberia. However, the two
frontiers represent differences between the two societies as well. The
American frontier symbolized not
only physical and economic expansion but also freedom and the
spread of democracy. This was not
so in the Soviet Union: the growth
of the Siberian frontier witnessed
economic expansion but also political repression rather than freedom.
As Russia entered the modern
age, her inteligentsia (comprising
elements of the intellectuals and
professional class) debated which
direction the society should take in
response to the confrontation with
the West. Dr.Kassow pointed out
that Chedaeyev, an important
Russian writer, argued for "forgetting the terrible and useless

Leventhal Coordinates TWC
by Beth Levtne
Ann Leventhal is Trinity women's link with the women in the
Hartford community. She was

Ann Leventhal

hired as the outside coordinator of
Trinity Women's Center to help
connect the TWC to the community. She works with Judy
Rohrer, who is the coordinator for1
the Trinity Community.
When asked what qualifications
she had for this position, Leventhal
quickly responded, "I'm a feminist!" She is also a writer for the
" Hartford Advocate and co-editor of
the neighborhood newspaper, the
Westender.
Leventhal has very definite
ideas about the Women's Center
and what' she would like it to
become, She feels that there are
too many divisions between Trinity
women • due to disparate backgrounds, mental orientations and
social classes, Trinity, states Leventhal, is still a male institution.
She feels that the women on this

campus cannot afford to be any
more isolated than they already
are. When Trinity decided to
accept women, she saw that as this
institution's committment to women. The TWC is part of that
committment and she would like to
see it unite the women on campus.
Leventhal is full of ideas for the
Center. Several of the possible
activities that she would like to see
the Center sponsor are a motherda yghter workshop,' a -continuation
of the film scries, a career panel by
and for women, a talk by women
legislators and a performance by a
feminist mime troupe. However,
she feels that there has not been
enough student participation. She
hopes that once the activities start,
people will become more interested.
," :
••••'•'

Schank Speaks on Artificial Intdligence
by Karen Wackcrman
Professor Roger C. Schank of
Yale University delivered a Mellon
Symposium lecture last Wednesday on the topic, "Computer
Science: Artificial Intelligence and
Computer linguistics." The study
of Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) is an
attempt to construct computer
models of various forms of higherlevel human activity. Schank's
specialty within A.I. is natural
language processing, in which
computers are programmed "Understand" English, by performing
such tasks as summerizing, paraphrasing, translating, and answering questions about typed-in
stories. Before doing the actual
programming of the computer,
Schank spent several, years developing a theory of human language
processing. By studying the way
that humans answer questions,
Schank noticed that people will
supply additional information not
literally contained in the story.
Schank concluded that humans
have scripts of real-life situation!
By the use of such scripts, a person
can make assumptions about events that may not have been
included in the description of a
situation.
Schank illustrated his lecture
with examples shown on an overhead projector. The script of a
simple activity like having dinner
in a restaurant was shown to be
much more complex than we, as
' humans, realize.
Professor

Schank's task is to "teach" the
computer all the practical knowledge it needs to understand the
script and answer questions about
it.
The only area of human thought
that the computer cannot fully
understand, says Professor
Schank, is that of emotions. These
can only be simulated by the
machine.
A.I. scientists hope that their
studies of human reasoning will

benefit psychologists in their studies of everyday human activities.
After receiving his Ph. D. from
the University of Texas in 1969,
Schank taught at Stanford University and did research at the
Institute of Semantics And Cognition incostagnola,' Switzerland. He
came to Yale in 1974. Professor
Schank is active on the editorial
boards of several journals in
artificial intelligence and has written a number of books.

Lowe Joins Faculty
by James Longenbach
Dr. Catherine Lowe joined the
Trinity faculty this year a,s an
assistant professor of Modern
Languages. Before
coming to
Trinity, Lowe did her undergraduate studies at Middlebury

Dr. Catherine Lowe

and Hollins Colleges. She then
attended Yale University where she
taught as well as did her graduate
work. In addition, Dr. Lowe spent a
year studying in France.
While at Trinity, Dr. Lowe will
be teaching French courses. Her
specialty lies in eighteenth and
nineteenth century French literature, particularly novel and poetry.
She is also interested in the theory
of literature, critical theory, and
Italian and Medieval literature.
Since Lowe will only be on the
faculty for a year, she cannot
realistically foresee anything about
her future at Trinity. However,
during the short time she has been
here, she has found the students
bright, enthusiastic and serious.
She concluded that the students
she has encountered make teaching
at Trinity a pleasure.

Russian past" while many Slavophile thinkers, on the contrary,
found this heritage to be Russia's
salvation—because the lack of a
greedy middle class or a history of
liberty made peasant socialism
possible. They wanted Russia to
turn her back on the West and its
exploitative industrialism. Thus in
1848, the writer Alexander Herzen
witnessed the crushing of the
revolutionary workers by the
National Guard in Paris and
concluded, like another Parisian
resident, Karl Marx, that liberalism was a sham, a facade
covering a class-dominated society.
The trauma for the Russians, as
one of the first "backward"
societies to modernize, Kassow
explained, was to decide if they
really wanted a Western-style
liberal society. The Inteligentsia
viewed the narod or peasantry as
good, even holy and Russian
writers such as Tolstoi and Cherneshevsky saw dangers in and
rejected the Western commercial
and legal order. Educated Russians
might despise the autocracy but at
the same time fear that the anarchy
of the peasants would destroy
Russian culture. Many people
believe that the Russians are a
deeply religious people but in
certain respects, they are also
superstitious, and are viewed by
• some historians as lacking in
fundamental religious traditions.
Professor Kassow quoted a passage from Alexander Blok's peom,
"To The Scythians," written in
, 1918, which concluded "the hour
has come." This, he showed,
exemplified an important element
of Russian history: a challenge to
the West to join the new-born
revolution or perish.
,-1 • Having, examined "the dualism
rin Russian thought about Western
society, Dr. Kassow proceeded to
review some crucial elements of
Russian history. He saw three
factors as being central to the
development of the modern Soviet
state: first, the process of statebuilding and the growth of an
autocracy which
crushed any
chance for a pluralistic society;
second, enforced contact with the
West which caused Czars to
modernize the state and militarize

to protect Russia; and third .
predominantly agricultural »'„
omy within a climate" o t Z I
graphy with poor productivity
'
Beginning with the period of
Mongol control of Russia and
lasting for more than three cen.
turies, squeezing taxes from the |
peasants became part of the I
political process. The Russian ^
Church aligned with the Muscovite f
Princes to throw off the Tartars
'rule; thus, in contrast with the |
West, there was no countervailing'
power of Church against State.
Russia also lacked a European- \
style feudal system with vassalage I
or contract because of the creation!
of a state-cominated "service gen-:
try" during the reign of Ivan the*
Terrible. In Russian history, thej
expansion of power was achieved?
through military control of land, r*
Professor Kassow pointed out that I
Russia never developed a Westemf
conception of politics—a system!1
based on the reconciliation of|
interests rather than of "proprii1
etary" control by the ruler olj
property and people as in Russia,
With the advent of contact witiT
the West under Peter the Great an!
the emancipation of the serfs in the
19th century, new classes appealed',
in Russian society. This raised the'
question of whether or not the
autocracy could handle these nei
groups and the resulting social
changes. Many Russian historian!.
would say no—that there was i'
contradiction between the autocracy and modernization.
One of the major dilemma
Russia faced was the centuries-oil
''peasant problem.'' Represent^
eighty per cent of the population
the peasants were crucial to til
building of a modern society. If 4,
government left them with no-Iani
they would crowd into the cities,^'1
land were given the peasants, Iwould destroy the nobles who weit,
the chief defense of the Czar. Mass;
emigration to Siberia was impossible because of the lack of arable
land.
Therefore, Kassow asked, coiM
the autocracy have prevented the
Revolution? Only by renouncing
Russia's status as a world power,1
he noted, and that was probably
cont. on page 13

on

Horizons:-'

Sapega Lectures on
Computer Revolution
by Tucker EUinghpus
Tuesday night, October 4, was
the third lecture of Trinity's annual
Horizons Program. Dr. August
Sapega, Professor of Engineering,
presented a forty-five minute lecture on the subject, "Computer
Electronics Information Revolution".
•'..,'„,
Sapega's lecture dealt with
reasons for and consequences of
the lost industrial age information
revolution in America. The revolution's significance is explained by
the analogy that, as a man's muscle
power is amplified by energy, so
man's brain is amplified by the
computer. Electronic advances of
the past five years have allowed
great progress in perfecting pocket
computers, especially the digital
computer.
The transistor was invented
twenty-five years ago and has since
been reduced, for computer use, to
a tiny, glass-coated, _ silicon chip
that fits on the tip of one's
forefinger. From this chip originates an electronic computer's
three main functions: that of
memory, input and output, and
control or logic. With the use of
diagrams, Sapega explained how
the atoms and, crystals on a silicon

chip work with light wavelength;
and electronic beams to function as;•
a circuit and receive program.s ;,
As laboratories the w o r l d °!;i
work to perfect and extend Hi;,
chip's power of calculation, its c^ •;.
is decreasing. For instance, tnJv° |:
its selling cost was twenty dollars, ^
by 1987 it may cost one-half ac en ' jj
The consequences of availability j;
such devices are manifold. ru» . p
all, the large computers withwft! |
one is familiar may be reduced' ?
the size of a typewriter, Sewn > ^
The U. S. Postal Service could D |
put out of business by electro_ |
mail transmitted by a compi" |
based two-way television.
. |
The United States has led tn s
world in development because (, |
our rapid growth, receptio
,|
technological change, and B |
financial returns yielded from
|
products. The late 1950s, ^ |
1960's had much capital tor ^ |
company expansion. Newer•
|
preneurs have controlled coro^ ,
development because older ^ ,
panies have been too bl " y ft . a ' S i
other development. Dr. > ^ ,.]
in-depth knowledge of h i s : « J ^ |
subject was well organized, ^ j
presented and informattve.
ence interest was obvious. .•

Judge
although
hurt. . ..
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Phil Sells Bar: Trinity Loses Institution
'm

by Brian Crockett
Phil sold Zip's last month.
It was a sad thing, at least to
those who knew the place and its
inimitable owner.
As always, there are those who
say they saw it coming, way back.
It's the Iron Pony Pub, some will
claim. If not that, then the Corner
Tap expansion, maintain others. Or
the change in students' interests.
Or, as one friend of mine suggests,
the party money given to each
dorm in recent years.
Maybe it's a touch of all of
these. But to Phil Carcia, the pistolpacking, accordian playing,
sometimes philosopher who has
been a part of the place with his
family, off and on, for the last 30
some years, it was as simple as a
broken refrigeration unit.
When the unit broke this
summer, Phil faced a decision.
Business had indeed fallen off in
the past few years, for whatever the
reason. A new unit meant money,
perhaps more than seemed right,
given the situation. So he sold the
place.
It looks like Zip's will be again,
if an application for a beer permit
posted in the window goes through.
The new owner is Joal V. Santoro
of West Hartford. Santoro couldn't
be reached for comment.

College View Tavern will remain, but "Phfls's" will no longer exist.

Hartfords First MultP-Purpose9 Building
face Main St. The second level
by Julie Johnson
As the second building in the housed the elegant apartments of
series of historical monuments on. the Cheney Family - silk product
the Hartford Walk, a self-guided manufacturers.
Richardson's original plan
tour of the city, the 100 year old
Cheney Building stands as a tribute called for brick, as his intention
to the rich architectural diversity in was to integrate the building with
neighboring structures. Yet, after
Hartford.
seeing
the English architect Burges'
The Cheny Building, located at
942 Main St., was designed by successful use of. brownstone and
architect
Henry
Hobson limestone at Trinity College, he
Richardson and was among changed his plans. He chose to
America's first "multi-purpose" work with the "rough faced" stone
buildings. Storefronts occupied contrasting the Portland browneach of the five main arches that stone with the Berea limestone.
The building was distinguished
not only by the unique use of
building material but by the architect's expressive design. To
articulate the "power and durability" of the rising business class,
by Jon Zonderman
Efforts to regulate massage Richardson employed Romanesque
parlor activities were upheld this forms.
Richardson designed three tiers
past week by Hartford County
of
arches
in order to consolidate
Court of Common Pleas Judge
the seven stories and unite the
Joseph H. Goldberg.
The ordinances found con- facade visually. Yet, the building is
stitutional by Judge Goldberg were asymmetrical as well. By breaking
enacted by the City of Hartford on the top floor from, the system of.
August 21, and by Manchester on arches there is imbalance. The
corner view, however, achieves a
August 9.
•
The two city ordinances would symmetrical effect by Richardson's
restrict the style of clothing worn use of a high roof not present on
by masseuses, and parts of the body the other sides of the.building.
Richardson's architectural
that can be massaged,
A similar East Hartford Or- accomplishment is not only
dinance was found to be con- significant in and of itself, but also
stitutional last year. The Superior/ as a part of Richardson's later
Court opinion in that case was development of the skyscraper.
cited by Judge Goldberg in his The Marshall-Field Warehouse in
Chicago was designed by
opinion.
,•
.
The attorney for the seven Richardson ten years later.
Originally owned by the Cheney
Hartford and two Manchester
parlors, Joseph Fazzano, argued family, the building was sold to the
that the statutes were broad, Brown Thompson department
vague, and arbitrary, thereby store in 1877. First occupying the
denying his clients their constitu- street level stores, they soon moved
into the rest of the building,
tional rights to conduct business.
In 1938, as the adjacent G. Fox
Judge Goldberg claimed that
and Co decided to expand, the
although the greater portion of
both ordinances represented "a Cheney Building had to be moved.
legitimate exercise of police This feat, reported by the Hartford
powers," the section that • would Times as "the only one of its scope
ban Sunday openings was un- ever attempted in New England"
necessitated that the 8,000 ton
constitutional."
In a separate incident, the town structure be moved south until it
of East Hartford beefed up its reached Temple St. Remarkably,
existing massage parlor laws, the moving onlty took two days,
calling for a $1000 yearly fee from and was carried on without
operators. It also called for disturbing any of the normal
operators to keep lists of their activities in both buildings.
In 1953, G. Fox moved many of
clients, and for the prohibition of
masseuses massaging members of its offices into the third, fourth, and
'fifth-' floors, while BrownJhe_opposite sex.

Court Rules
on Parlors

Thompson continued to occupy
the first and second levels. Also in
1953, the large interior' light-well
was removed and a sales floor built
in it place.

The place will probably fill up
again with students. The big plate
glass window will cloud with steam
on cold winter nights, and talk and
beer will flow together once again.
But something will be gone, at least
to those who knew the place when
Phil was behind the bar.
The name will probably remain
the same. Of course it's The
CoEege View Tavern officially.
That might change, but no matter.
No one save the Liquor Control
Board has really used it anyway in
recent years. "Phil's," as it's now
known to most, wiil probably fade
in a matter of years. But "Zip's," as
the tavern at the foot of the hill has
been known since the fifties, will
probably remain.
Phil used to hate the name,
word has it. Though his family has
owned the place since 1943, in 1955
the tavern was sold by his father to
a man named Phil Zippadelli. A
tyrant by legend, Zippadelli drove
the Trinity clientele away, save for
a loyal few. It must have been those
few who carved "Zip's" all over
desks and bathrooms on campus.
The name's stuck since.
Phil bought the place back a
couple of years later, set his
accordian behind the bar, polished
a glass or two and served beer to a
changing tide of students for the
next 20 years.
"When I first started here,
about 90 per cent of the students at
Trinity were veterans," Phil
recounted several years ago in an
interview. "Their first consideration was to live, to have a
good time. Education was second.
"After the Korean War there
was a swing toward liberalism. In

the late fifties and early sixties, civil
rights became the big issue." And
toward the end of the sixties, the
school "started to go hippy."
"The kids were shouting and
screaming for causes, especially
the Vietnam War," Phil recalled.
"It was the in thing to do."
Today?
"It's
a
very
homogeneous crowd now, it's like a
:ity within itself."
Everyone's got their own story
about the place. Another friend of
mine likes to tell of the time he was
standing at the bar when in walked
two sawed-off shotguns with two
tough customers behind them.
"Nobody move," they warned,
so my friend walked from the end
of the bar to a booth and sat down,
They must not have seen him, for
he's still in one piece today. Phil
lost the night's receipts and those at
the bar their wallets. My friend
went home that night with a full
wallet and a case of nerves.
To discourage such nights, Phil
took to carrying a pistol, which
he'd strap to his waist some
evenings. The sight no doubt kept a
handful of students away, but most
didn't seem to mind.
Not that Phil was all tough. If he
knew and liked you, more often
than not you'd find a free pitcher
on your table and an ear for your
troubles and reflexions. Now and
again, he'd pick up his accordian
and play a few tunes, especially for
a pretty woman.
And then this summer the
refrigeration unit went. With it
went a bit of the past.

Garage - Stage Co. Building Opens
-• A new parking facility at Main
and Church Streets is unique in
that it will house The Hartford
Stage Company within its walls.
The Stage Company, long a
leader of the City's cultural scene,
will occupy a large portion of the
ground floor fronting on Church
Street (highlighted by a distinctive
brick facade) and will project
above the roof. Construction
operations went so smoothly that
'its first show was presented
October 8.
Exclusive of the Stage Company, the garage complex includes
435,000 square feet manufactured
of reinforced concrete. Overatt cost
of the garage is approximately $7.8
million.
The .garage has three levels
below ground, a ground level and a
parking deck on its roof.

AFC
cont. from page 1
other ways than actually hearing
the speech to obtain information,
Puka's own conclusions were
that disruption as a form of protest
is acceptable. He sees the only
problem to be a question of when
and where disruption is justifiable,
and suggests that, if necessary, the
college set up certain guidelines for
the purpose of determineing this.
He also feels that disruption is
not a punishable offense, especially
when the college does not provide
the community with the means to
aear or express opposing
viewpoints. Further, even when
disruption
is wrong,
p
g there may
y be
no reason punish the offenders,
especially in cases in which society
sees n o reason
to take punitive
action.

Councilman Richard Suisman, plaza on the corner of Church and
Chairman of the Planning and Main. Landscaped and equipped
Development
Committee
with benches, the plaza is designed
heralded the unique structure and as an attractive meeting point for
noted "Completion of this third shoppers.
municipal garage provides Civic
Additionally, design of the
Center show-goers and sports faps complex will permit the placing of
with more than 2,500 parking small retail shops at ground level
spaces within or next to the Civic along Church and Main Streets.
Center.
The garage complex was
"It helps us keep pace with the
desires of the public made known planned to permit future conby the surge of shoppers attracted struction of apartment housing and
to the many new and unique shops business offices at the eastern and
and lively happenings," added western extremities of the blockSuisman.
sized complex. Developers have
The garage will be tied in to the expressed interest in both potential
proposed elevated pedestrian projects.
walkway system provided to link
Regular 24-hour parking service
the G. Fox & Co. store to the f°r more than 1,000 vehicles began
Sheraton Hotel and the ,Civic "toe morning of Oct. 11, ApCenter.
proximately half of the parking
The main pedestrian entry will spaces will be allocated for long
be through a miniature garden term and half for daily parking.

Water Offices InstallTTY
Senator Lowell Weicker
(R-Conn.) today installed the TTY
in both his Hartford and Bridgeport;
offices, a device which will make
possible instant printed "conversations" with the deaf community
of Connecticut over the world's
most common and essential communication link: the telephone.
By attaching a telephone handset to the portable TTY, a deaf
individual can call on Weicker's
local or toll-free office telephone
numbers and "speak" with staff
members by typing messages back
and forth on the TTY keyboard,
which prints simultaneously at the
other end. Through the use of the
TTY, the deaf population of
Connecticut will be able to express
their opinions on federal issues and
receive the same constituent services available to those who hear.
Weicker is the only U.S.
Senator to make this type of service
available to his constituency. He
has installed the TTY in his two

state offices for a six month trial
period, during which time careful
usage records will be kept. If the
test period goes as expected,
Weicker will ask his colleagues to
approve funding for TTY's in every
Congressional office which desires
them.
"Government must be accessible to all its citizens," said
Weicker. I firmly believe the deaf
community should be able to
contact their elected representatives--with a question, a problem,
an opinion or a request-just as
quickly and as easily as everyone
else. It is our responsibility to make
this kind of communication possible."
Deaf persons who wish to
contact Weicker's office should use
the following telephone numbers in
conjunction with the TTY: HARTFORD: 244-2882; BRIDGEPORT:
335-0195; TOLL-FREE NUMBER
FOR USE THROUGHOUT CONNECTICUT: 1-800-972-4239.

Crack Down On GOB Sales
Attorney General Carl R. Ajello
and Consumer Protection Commissioner Mary M. HeSlin today
announced that Judge Thomas J.
O'Sullivan of the Superior Court for
Hartford County has approved a
Consent Judgment entered into
among the State of Connecticut,
plaintiff, Calano Furniture, Inc., an
East Hartford Retail Furniture
Store, and Eugene H. Rosenberg, a
promoter of "doing Out of Business Sales" within this state,
defendants.
The final judgment on stipulation permanently enjoins the defendants from advertising that
prices which they charge are sale
prices unless the former or reference price is explicitly indintified in
the advertisement. This will require the defendants to state, for
example, that a 50% sales price
means 50% less than the manufacturer's suggested retail price, or
prior sales of the same merchandise by the defendant or by their
competitors, whichever is the case.
This is the first case brought by
Attorney General Ajello on behalf
of. Commissioner Heslin in which
the Consent Judgment orders the
defendant to include the reference
price in any, advertising. The terms
of trie injunction are substantially
similar to the proposed Federal
Trade Commission guides against
deceptive advertising.
.The final judgment on stipulation filed by Attorney. General
Ajello pursuant to the authority of
the Commissioner under the Connecticut Unfair Trade Practices Act
among other things also requires

Mr. Rosenberg to comply with the
laws of the State concerning closing
out sales. In particular, the defendant may not add new inventory to
a store for at least 60 days prior to
the beginning of a closing out sale.
Moreover, Mr. Rosenberg has
been ordered to keep adequate
records to substantiate any sales
prices offered to the public. Such
records may be demanded by the
Commissioner upon request.
Each willful violation of the
judgment may result in the assessment of civil penalties upon each
defendant of $1,000.00.
Commissioner Heslin and
Attorney General Ajello stated:
"We believe that this order will
serve in the future as a model
within this state, not only for Going
Out of Business Sales, but for all
retail enterprises as well."
The entry of the Consent
Judgment concludes a year long
industry-wide investigation by the
Department of Consumer Protection and The Consumer Protection
Unit of the Attorney General's
.Office into Going Out of Business
Sales in the State of Connecticut.
The investigation formally began
with the service of Investigative
Demands upon several furniture
establishments in November of
1976.
The complaint, filed by the •
State in court, had alleged that the
defendants had offered merchandise to the public at "GOB" sales
at reduced or sale prices, when, in
fact the prices were not reduced or
sale prices.

Address Volunteerism Panel
, Congressman Christopher
Dodd of the Second Connecticut
Congressional District and Congressman Stewart B. McKinney of
the Fourth Connecticut Congressional District, will be featured
speakers at the Second Connecticut
Congress on Volunteerism and
Citizenship, to be held at the
Holiday Inn in Mcriden, on Monday, October 24.
Congressman McKinney will
speak to the question "Who Pays"
For the Volunteer?" and also will
conduct the workshop "Tax Benefits for Volunteers." Congressman
Dodd's topic will be "Legislative
Action - A Tool for Increasing
Volunteerism." "Both Congressmen bring a wealth of expertise to
these subjects" according to Naomi
Otterness, Chairperson of the
Congress Planning Committee.
"Their lifelong involvement in both
volunteerism and public service
makes them an especially important part of this day," she
concluded.
Dodd's and McKinney's associations' include membership in
many volunteer service organizations. Dodd was a Peace Corps
volunteer in the Dominican Republic from. 1966-68, and a Special
Projects Coordinator, ' Office of

Selection for the Feace Corps, in
Washington, in 1969. McKinney's
board memberships include the
Rehabilitation Center of Eastern
Fairficld County, the Bridgeport
Child Guidance Clink, Bridgeport
Hospital and the American Red
Cross.
Governor Ella Grassq willopen
the Connecticut Congress on Volunteerism, welcoming volunteers
and volunteer coordinators from
throughout the state to the daylong conference.

USED BOOK SALE
October 17-23 at Westfarms
Grand Court Area of Mall
10 AM -9:30 PM Mon. - Sat.
Noon - 5 PM on Sunday
Over 18,000 books at low prices!
Sponsored by
Brandeis Women's Committee
Greater Hartford Chapter

The defendant, Mr. Rosenberg,
was also alleged to have offered for
sale "Furniture and other kinds of
goods, wares and merchandise of
an inferior quality not actually on
hand at the commencement of such
sale."
It should be noted that the
Consent of Calano Furniture, Inc.
and Eugene H. Rosenberg to the
entry of the Court's Order does not
constitute an admission that they
did, in fact, violate the law.

Sentencing
by Jon Zonderman
A legislative commission which
spent nine months studying the
sentencing and parole systems for
the state made its recommendations to the General Assembly last
week.
The commission urged abolishing parole, putting restrictions on
plea bargaining, and setting up
more definite guidelines for the
sentencing of offenders.
Although strict minimum sentences were not recommended, the
commission did outline a formula
which would give less flexibility to
the jury in sentencing. The offender's record, and the severity of the
crime, and the length of sentences
being served for similar crimes
would be taken into account by the
judge before he instructs the jury
as to the sentencing options.
This leaves more responsibility
in sentencing up to the judge, and
mandates that repeat offenders will
be dealt with more harshly than
others. This would also mean that
prisoners would serve the minimum amount imposed by the
judge. Now, the average prison
term is 52 per cent of the minimum
sentence.
The plea bargaining recommendations would eliminate the
defendant's right to withdraw his
guilty plea if the judge does not go
along with the bargain struck by
defense and prosecution attorneys.
The commission also recommended
that plea bargaining only involve
the charge,.and not the sentence.
In all, the plea bargaining
recommendations would make it
clear that the defendant is taking
some risks in his bargaining.

Connecticut
In Brief
by Jon Zonderman

Children's Advisory Council Head Elected
Dr. Albert J. Solnit, Director of the Yale Child Study Center, was
elected Chairman of the Advisory Council on Children and Youth
Services at its September meeting. Dr. Solnit, who is also Sterlino
Professor of Psychiatry at Yale, is an internationally known child
psychiatrist. In cooperation with Joseph Goldstein and Anna Freud
he authored "Beyond the Best Interests of Children." Established
by statute and appointed by the Governor, the Advisory Council
advises the Governor and Commissioner of the Department of
Children and Youth Services on matters pertaining to department
policy, programming, and fiscal affairs.

State Bond Rating Up
State officials hope that the recent upgrading of the states bond |
rating from A-I to AA by Moody's Investment Service will save I
them approximately $2 million in interest over the life of the $150 f
million in general obligation bonds that will be sold this coming I
week. Investors use the credit rating as an indication of how solid an I
investment the bonds are, and the better the rating the less interesi I
the state must pay to investors. State officials were able to use the I
two recent state surpluses, $73.4 million in 1975-76 and $33 million 1
in 76-77 as an indication of the soundness of the state's fiscal!
affairs.

New Smoking Laws

Stricter anti-smoking laws went into effect across the state on
October 1, in what State Health Commissioner Dr. Douglas Lloyd
termed an attempt "to protect the non-smoker from the possible
harmful effects of second-hand smoke." The new law prohibits
smoking at any local or state government meeting, and in publk;
school and college classes. Violation of the smoking laws carries a •
five dollar fine when no-smoking signs are posted.
<

Mayor's All American Festival

:

_ The fifth annual Mayor's AH American Festival, sponsored bv"
the Mayor's All American Council, will be held from Monday,
October 10 through Saturday, October 15, in the G. Fox and Ci:
Centinel Hill Hall. As in past years, more than sixty of Hartford's
ethnic groups will present dances, cooking, music and other aspects
of their cultural heritages to visitors of all ages. This year's festival
will feature for the first time the inclusion of native Americans anil
their rich heritage.

State MayDrop Liquor Laws
The state legislature may have to fire an attorney it recent"
hired to run its investigation of the liquor industry. Attorney M
Daniel Friedland, has not officially been hired yet, and legislator
spent three hours in a meeting Friday to decide if they would
withdraw their request of the Legislative Management Committee
to approve Mr. Friedland's hiring. Friedland faces possible conflici
of interest charges in Indiana.

Welfare Fraud
The State Department of Social Services announced last week
that it believes it has been ripped off for about $165,000 in the past
16 months by fraudulent welfare recipients. The fraudulent cases
were discovered when lists of welfare recipients were checked
against Department of Labor Records of employees paid wages.

. College Barber Shop
'Trinity's Favorite since 1947'
1220 Broad Street
Corner Allen Place
One Block North of Veron St.
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Promote'travel to . . .
BERMUDA • DAYTONA BEACH
• FORT LAUDERDALE*
during the Spring and Christmas]
Vacations and. . .
T R A V E L . . . EARN MONEY!
. . . EARN AFREE T R I P . . .
Be a Campus Representative for
New England's largest and highest
commision paying agency. Interested students, write GARBER
T R A V E L , 1406 Beacon St.,
Brookline, _MA 02146 or call
(617) 734-2100 collect person-toperson to Stuart J. Chason.
Evenings, oall (617) 232-3322.

JOSlttr
COLLEGE

Yearbook senior portraits will be taken Friday, October H»
Monday Oct. 17, and Tuesday October 18.
Sign up sheets will be at Mather Front Desk. It is v e r V
important that people sign up and appear on time for their
pictures. A three dollar fee will be charged at the time of this

shooting.
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The President's House Considered
Text by George Griswold and Peter Edwards

In recent weeks, controversy
has erupted in all sectors of the
Trinity community over the President's new mansion. The arguments which were brought against
the construction of the new housing
facility include misallocation of
funding, irresponsible utilization of
vanishing lawn area and disruption
of Hartford's water table. Beyond
these and other similar charges is
concern over the design of the
structure itself; some regard the

building as offensive, confused,
incongruous with other Trinity
architecture, and affinitive with the
appearance of International Pancake Houses in some uncanny way.
Superficial articulation aside,
such criticism is the response of the
dilettante; students who attend a
liberal arts college with an Episcopal tradition should know better.
Clearly, for the conscientious and
sensitive student, the President's
new domicile presents a rare

Photo Number 2

opportunity to utilize in a practical
way the knowledge one gains
through strenuous academic effort.
In the article which follows, only a
few of the many influences at work
in the new design will be explored.
If you consult photograph number
one, you will see the schematic
origins for the mansion's basic
configuration. Obviously the design is kinetic; the house moves. A
rectangle rotated in this manner
not only produces an intriguing

visual play but makes for a
functional and futuristic floor plan
as well. The architect when interviewed shared this story with us on
how this concept was born.
"As I waited in a downtown
office I was gazing casually out a
window looking at the ant-small
people scurrying about below. I
thought to myself that there must
be something better for modern
man than straight roads and the
run around. Just then, a bus turned
a corner. It was truly amazing. I
saw for the first time a rectangle
spinning."
When pressed further, the
architect readily conceded that
there were many other influences
at work in the structure's design.
As he stated, "One idea alone is
not enough for. establishing the
timeless significance of a building
design or other work of art; other
considerations and influences must
mix and coalesce. Only in this way
can the work be an appropriate
expression of God, Country and
Trinity." He therefore provided
us with photograph number 2 as an
additional source of insight. Meticulous research has revealed that
the photograph is an architectural
detail of a small toolshed at Trinity
College. Cambridge. Thus, the raw
concept takes form in historical
precedent.
The architect seemed particularly annoyed with the charge that
the building was riot suitable for
providing a sense of over-all unity
of design among the other components of the Trinity Physical
Plant. Labeling such criticism as
"scurrilous humbug," he asserted
that the design was one 'which
retained the influences of the past
while at the same time fulfilling the
need for an appropriatly modern
expression. Photograph number
three is a ready example of how

easily the continuity of architectural tradition can be observed
around the campus. Taken almost
randomly on the Long Walk, it
clearly reveals the historical link
between the new and the old, as
the arrows point out.
An additional criticism of the
building's design is that it represents nothing more than an esotevic formalist expression which has
no relevance to the cultural milieu
within which it is set. But clearly
this is not so, as appreciation of
photographs four and five readily
shows. Both photographs were
taken in the Hartford metropolitan
area; both reflect the link existing
between the Trinity comm unity
and that which surrounds it. One
hesitates to assume too much, but
it seems reasonable to believe that
the obvious similarities between
the buildings is not accidental.
Thus the charge of, formalistic
irrelevance is appropriately refuted.
Obviously, then, the bulk of the
criticism voiced against the President's new house can be seen as
irresponsible and unfounded. As
*-e have only begun to show, the
design of the building is both
enigmatic and mysterious, but it
nevertheless lends itself to thoughtful consideration of true substance. The structure is drawn from
our roots,'fashioned with the future
in mind to give us a dynamic new
monolith for the present. It harkens
back to the first flickerings of
civilization and will be an everpresent reminder to the passer-by
that once we had no houses. A
sense of progress will charge the
air, signaling the revitalization
of the western dream and the
prospect of a better tomorrow.

Photos by
George Griswold
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Rose Gives "Key Note" Redtal
by Jonathan Goodwin
On Friday October. .7 at 8:15, John
Rose, College organist here at
Trinity, opened the 1977-78 Trinity
Organ Series with a balanced
program of romantic and neoromantic music, After being
warmly received by a nearly full
housed Mr. Rose promptly began
his program with spirit matched
with technical excellance.
The first piece performed was the
"Fantasy in A" by Cesar Franck.
This was a well-chosen first piece,
as in its breadth it seemed to
capture the dynamic essence that is
so characteristic of the romantic
movement. Beginning slowly, it
quickly rose and fell with alternating tempos and moods, portraying an emotional mosaic that
was reminiscent of Saint-Saens'
"Organ Symphony".
Next. on the program was the
"Prelude and Fugue in 'B" by
Camille Saint-Saens. Played

primarily on the flute stops, the
composition painted a soft and
delicate picture that was a soothing
change to the violence of the
Franck. Particularly impressive
were the quick running notes that
flowed throughout the prelude.
Their gentle cyclic motion quite
reminded one of butterfly wings. In
similar spirit, the fugue was both
beautiful and well-developed; the
continual reintfoduction of the
theme created a relaxing wavelike sensation.
The "Partita" by Robert Edward
Smith completed the first half. This
work, modeled somewhat after the
suite forms of 17th and 18th
century instrumental muisic, was
written in 1976 and dedicated to
John Rose. Divided into five parts,
a prelude, sarabance, sicilience,
gigue and fugue, the piece
presented an extraordinary
technical" challenge that was well
met by Mr, Rose. Although some

complained that the piece lacked a
sense of musical cohesion,one
must remember that th is is one of
Smith's first major compositions
for the organ, There were many
moments throughout that boded of
still better possibilities for the
future.
The most impressive and surprising "part" in the "Partita" was
the Gigue. This extraordinarily
difficult section is played solely on
the foot-pedals. Although this
gimmick made a "showy" number,
it still sounded surprisingly full. In
one way, the clacking sound of
shoes against pedals was
distracting, yet again, it added a
peculiar percuscussive dimension
to the performance.
The second half of the program
was comprised solely of Louis
Vieme's "Third Symphony for
Organ". It as enjoyable, for a
change, to hear a symphony played
in full, rather than just hearing

selections, as has bveen the wont at
Trinity recently. Taken out of the
context of the rest of the work
selections lose the thematic
continuity that is often to be found
in the larger composition of which
they are a part.
This piece was easily the best of
the recital. From the gentle strains
of thhe Cantilene and the Adagio,
to the reckless speed of the Allegro
Maestoso and triumphant Final,
the symphony gripped the listener
and carried her/him throughout the entire performance. Once
could tell that this peice was a
favorite of Mr. Rose, as one could
characterize his execution of the
symhony as almost passionate.
Vierne, a disciple of Franck,
achieved the status of organist at
the Notre Dame Cathedral inn
Paris, despite being blind since the
age of two. Throughout his music
one can hear a haunting spirit that

Hartford Stage Company's New Home
thousands of individuals who make
up the audiences. ""
"I wish I could tell o f stories of
little children sending us their milk
money so we could have a new
by Marilyn Frankel
theater building, but it just wasn't
so. About 1,000 people contributed
After seven years of planning and to the new building, and we never
fund-raising, the Hartford Stage had to reach out for small sums"
,w!Qomj>any,,is {scheduled to open the
said Robert Goode, chairman of the
'• " l doors •; of . its aew $2.S-miuion
development
theater this weekend. A series of stage company's
committee
since
1974.
He is
private previews is to continue this
executive
vice
president
of
the
'week until the gala grand opening
Hartford
Insurance
Group.
next Friday night.
According to Mr. Goode, the city
Opening-night tickets have been ' and the Downtown Council, led by
sold out for weeks but that has not Arthur Lumsden, director of the
stopped callers from offering the Greater Hartford Chamber of
box office "any amount" to be Commerce, and Herbert Schoen,
there.
president of the Hartford In"We're the place to be this year,"
said the Hartford Stage Company's surance Group, were all convinced
of the importancwe of a new home
managing director, William
Stewart. "We're beating the hockey for the Hartford Stage Company.
Mr. Goode said: "Our main pitch
team in audience interest.
in raising money from local
Our subscriber list zoomed from
foundations
and
business
7,500 last season at the old theater,
organizations
was
that
this was
past our 12,500 estimate to 15,295,
last time I counted. That's about 82 right for Greater Hartford because
percent of capacity. We had to Greater Hartford needs the City of
expand the seating in the. new Hartford to thrive.
"The theater would be a major
house according to our projected
audience growth for 1979. Don't institution-one of the elements
ask me what/We'll do then if this downtown that would help the
region grow. By now all
continues."
Paul R. Weidner, producing businessmen know the importance
director and chief creative force of good art institutions for atbehind all Hartford Stage Com- tracting good people to a company productions, says H.STC's munity."
But the Stage Company was not
strong audience appeal is the result
in part of Hartford audiences' always so secure. Founded in 1963,
being very receptive to the it had its first season in 1964 with
four plays running three weeks
challenges he tosses their way.
each, "Now we offer six plays for
"We've done a lot of new plays— five and a half weeks each," Mr.
some quite controversial— taken Steward said. "We can't really
some risks and created a vital, extend it much more because
exciting atmosphere, rather than Hartford audiences are only with
simply a safe place to come to see a us Labor Day through mid-June.
play," he observed. The H.S.C. But we needed the larger theater
policy has been to feature 20th- because we were playing to soldcentury plays especially the work out houses all the time.",.
of American authors.
By the late 1960's the company
The building that houses the new
was
playing to a loyal audience
theater has ben named in memory
of John W. Hntington, founding with a longer season at the Kinsley
president of the Hartford Stage Street Theater, but was having
Company's board of directors, who financial difficulties. It was soon
helped sustain the theater through recognized that the theater could
its early years with his hard work not be self-sustaining on the basis
of ticket sales, and the leadership
and generosity.
of Mr. Huntington, Ellsworth (BinHis determination that there ky) Davis, Herbert Savin and
would be a permanent
Maxwell B. Bclding helped stabilprofessional, innovative and ize the theater's financial position.
popular theater company in
With the establishment of, the
Hartford was echoed by the city's
Greater
Hartford Art Council in
influential people and the
1971 and foundation assistance, the
© 1977 by the New York Times
Company. Reprinted by permission.

company was on its way toward
financial stability. At that time the
board recognized that the company
was outgrowing its theater and
decided to raise funds to build a
new one at Pearl and Trumbull
Streets.
The board raised $1 million, the
Greater Hartford Arts Council
contributed $55,000 in 1972 and in
1974 the Downtown Councilrepresenting 40 corporationspledged their, support of a $1
million fund drive.
By that time the Pearl Street plan
was seen as too costly. With the
support of the Hartford City
Council leader, Nicholas Cafbonei
and the cooperation of the Hartford Redevelopment Agency,
it was decided that the city would
cut a chunk'out of the municipally
owned garage being planned for
the square block bordered by
Trumbull, Main and C h u r c h
Streets and Route 1-84. This piece
of land has been leased to the stage
company for 50 years.
This area is smaller than the
original Pearl Street site, so the
architect, Robert Venturi, went
back to his drawing board. BartlettBraainard & Eacott-led by James
Eacott Jr., a member of the
theater's board of directors, began
construction in November 1976.
Tonight the private preview of the
season's opening show,' "All the
Way Home," is to be viewed by all
of the new building's construction
workers and their wives.
The very first performance, last
night, was donated by the company
to the highest bidder at last spring's
Connecticut Public Television
Auctuon, the Sirasbury Rotary
Club.
Monday the theater is dark.
Tuesday is Community Preview for
members of the Connecticut
Commission on the Arts, mayors
and superintendents of education
"from the 29 towns that comprise
the Greater Hartford area, and
presidents of major corporate
employee clubs, among others.
Wednesday is the contributors'
preview, a black-tie affair for
those who donated $500 or more
for the new theater s sold-out
event. Thursday is "Student
Preview Night," following the
company's tradition of Thursdaynight-before-opening preview sub-

scriptions for college students.
Sixty students from each of the
three Hartford high schools have
been seeing matinees of each
show since the company was
founded. Their tickets are paid for
by the school district and the
youngsters are joined by students
from surrounding areas in Connecticut and Massachusetts. Now
many of« those students are
returning as adult subscribers.
In addition to the naming of the
building for Mr. Huntington, other
major gifts to the new theater have
been recognized. The auditorium is
named in memory of Francis and
Mary A. Goodwin for a gift made
by the Hartford Foundation for.
Public Giving.
The Covenant. Group contribution is in memory of Scott
McCalister, former president of
the Hartford Board of Education
and a vice president of that insurance company, who had been
instrumental in arranging for the
city to provide the new site'. The
conference room has been named
for him.
Herbert Savin, a board member
since 1967 and first chairman of the
building committee, knew that his
wife, Henriette, first president of
the women's committee, would be
delighted when as a birthday gift
last year, he made a special^ gift to
the theater to name one of the
lobbies in her honor. The
arrangements were made fore the
lower (entrance) lobby to be
named for her and it was announced at her birthday party in
May.
When Michael Suisman heard of
the Saviun birthday gift, he decided
to do the same for his wife, Janet,
another member of the Hartford
Stage Company's 60-member
board. The result of Mr. Suisman's
gift: a new and expanded costume
workshop.

English Softball
On Oct. 16th, Sunday at 1:00
p.m. on the South Campus Quad
the senior English majors will be
taking on the English Department
Faculty in a game of softball. All
senior majors are encouraged to
join the team by singing up on the
team roster which is posted on
Seabury 25B
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was particularly captured hi the!
Adagio where the slow melodies'
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thematic presentation}
reminded one of passages from!
Vierne's own 2nd Symphony, '
The Final capped Mr. Rose1!'
recital in a dramatic and awe-somt,
manner. Mr. Rose carefulllji
maintained the sense of tension!
that is Written in 'the set of aborted
build-ups before being finallj
released in an ovcrpowetisj
cataclysm.

Christian
Concert....
"The Living Stones," a
Christian band from the Cornerstone Coffee House in
Framingham, Mass, will be
playing this Saturday evening,
October 15th at 8:00 p.m. in
Wean Lounge. It will be the
second in a series of Christian
concerts sponsored by the
Highlight Coffee House (which
is an outreach ministry of" the
Trinity Christian Fellowship.)
The group consists of two
electric guitarists, a drummer,
an electric keyboard pis
and a vocalist who will be
sharing the message of the
gospel through song and
music. For more information
' contact Aldrich Wright, Jarvis
107 or terry Hickey, Box 1758.
All are welcome!.
I
Admission and refresh-1
ments free.
J
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The Yale Repertory Theatre d
present the second production b
its 1977/ 78 season, DaviMamet's REUNION, on Friday.
October 14 (preview Thursday.
October 13) at 8:00 p.m. at *
YRT corner of Chapel and York Sts
New Haven.
The production is directed »I
Walt Jones, and features Mich*
Higgins as Bernie, the father, m
Lindsay Crouse, as Carol, tin
daughter.
, REUNION is a short, movmi
vignette of the first quiet, tentative
encounter between a father and
25-year-old daughter who M"
been separated for 20 y«*
Under-lying their casual and otw
humorous conversation ' s
constant awareness of the higji
charged emotional quality of t»
encounter. Somehow/throng
their restrained efforts, a ne
relationship is forged.
Mamet is an uncannily accursi
master of dialogue, who manag
to record and reproduce * ^
. people say in between ^teDC^
In imagining and capturing \
speech of ^ these characters,
grounds the play in such a rea j
that it never becomes sentimen ^,
He creates his sort of poetry «
the concrete conversation ot ^
rather ordinary people at a ^^^
traordinary moment of their
Tlie sets and costuffl"
REUNION- are designed by »• js
Edmunds, and the l>ghtulgFor
designed by William .Coon*- ^
tickets and reservations ^
REUNION, call the
Office, (203)" 436-1600.
will play in repertory vrttn
berg's THE GHOST SONATA,
later with the third p t e y "
season, Ted Tally's TERRA
through December 14.
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* Collections:' Jr. Seminar's Exhibit at A.A.C.
by Julia B. Vigneron
Stuart portrait, a collection of
I must admit that I attended the swizzle sticks, antique postcards,
opening of Collections with certain Mexican and Egyptian wallhangideas about the show fixed in my ings, snuffboxes...one begins to
mind. I had already assigned the look for a certain cohesiveness or
terms "anti-gallery", "anti- common factor. Because of the
museum", or "anti-collection" to number and extreme variety of
this exhibit, which was assembled objects, one does not get the
by the Junior Seminar in Art impression that several collections
History. After having heard about are on display. Rather, there are
the pornographic whiskey labels, selections from many individual
sunglasses, Nestles Quik boxes collections.
horrible modern paintings, and
The opening reception helped
wretched little pieces of glass, I to demonstrate this point. There
was sure this exhibit was anwas quite a variety • of people
attempt to foil the very Idea of present-as much a collection as the
"Exhibit". I was sure I would be swizzle sticks. Owners were very
able to write an article proclaiming much playing their roles. The
the undermining of traditional seminar students were like gallery
values. Well, that article cannot be owners or museum directors. Then,
written. But do traditional values too, there were the curious visitors,
always need undermining?
cautiously sipping their drinks and
Collections is comprised of
many objects lent by various
members of the Trinity community.
As a whole, the exhibit is extremely
ecclectic and varied. A Gilbert

being played upon by the rest of
the cast. I was consciously playing
my role, that of art critic extraordinaire, as I sloshed my scotch and
made pertinent comments and
mental notes. We all had a good
time, and it was a party. We were
all "collected" and acted collectively within the context of an art
exhibit opening.
Oh-I didn't know Stu Kerr
collected antique inkwells and
Arabic manuscripts.
Judy Rohrer's objects certainly
reflect her interests: a Cunningham
photo-portrait of Gertrude Stein,
antique postcards, and a Mark
Tobey lithograph.
And how about those sunglasses?
I am sure that Mark Lee will
have cancer from consuming the

The Many Faces of
20th Century Theatre

Henry TV:
Part I

refres!

Workshops in acting, children's
"The Many Faces of 20th
theatre and creative dramatics,
Century Theatre" is the theme of
the 26th Annual Convention of the stage movement, musical theatre,
New England Theatre Conference careers in professional theatre,
to be held at Rhode Island College, feminist theatre, mime, and more
Providence, Rhode Island on Octo- will be held throughout this
by Debbie Buchwald
three-day event.
ber 14-16.
On the weekends of October 28
Among those notables who will
Performances by the Chamber
and November 5, Henry IV Part I
be receiving awards for theatrical
Repertory
Theatre
of
Boston;
the
will be shown at Austin Arts
excellence will be Cheryl Crawford,
Center. This historical play by world-famous Bread and Puppet famous founder of the Group
Theatre;
the
senior
citizens
theatre
Shakespeare, deals with the transiTheatre; and Lehman Engel, noted
tion in England from Medieval group, The New Wrinkle Theatre;
conductor, composer and writer for
The
Looking
Glass
Theatre;
the
feudalism to an absolute monarchy.
and about the American Musical
international
pantomimist,
Zwi
It has been only recently produced
Theatre. The entire convention is
Kanar;
New
York's
Prince
Street
and is not a play that the average
open to the public as well as
Players;
and
more
will
highlight
theatre would be familiar with.
individual performances.
However, its character, Falstaff, this exciting weekend.
noted for boasting joviality, is one
who is well known by many. This
famous character will be played by
The First Connecticut IllustraRoger Shoemaker, whom Professor tors Exhibition will open for trade
Over thirty exhibitors have
Nichols calls "a natural for the members and students on October been chosen among the many
part." The rest of the cast, which
21 at Wesleyan University ^Center talented illustrators working out of
numbers in all to about 27, and will
for
the Arts at 5 P.M. The general Connecticut, including some who
hopefully grow to 30, is a mixture
public
is invited to attend October possess worldwide reputations.
of upper and lower classmen who
Included in the October 21 ^
22,
2
P.M.-5
P.M.; October 23, 2
are very excited and enthusiastic
attractions will be a continuous
P.M.-5
P.M.;
and
October
25,
12
about the production. They find
film, "Illustrators 17" sponsored
Shakespeare a very rewarding noon to 4 P.M. free of charge.
by the Strathmore Paper Company.
On
the
opening
night,
admisplaywrite to deal with, and a
Most of the participating illustrasion
is
free
for
members
of
the
challenge to all involved.
tors
will be on hand to discuss their
Connecticut Art Directors Club,
Under the direction of Professor $2.00 for non-members and $1.00 work and a cash bar will provide
refreshment.
Nichols, the interpretation of this for students with ID cards.
play will be of a conventional
approach. Paul Eldridge, a recent
newcomer to the staff, will be
Ctnrvi
designing a single setting that will
ALL BRANDS
occupy the entire stage and Martha
ALWAYS COLD
Banks is designing the traditional
ALWAYS IN f f
costumes.
All those who are involved in
Henry IV, Part I find Shakespeare a
• WEDIL1VER V
challenge, a very rewarding playFeaturing Hartford's Finest
write to deal with, and look forward Sotectkxvpf Imported 8 Domestic
Prices.
Wines
and!
to its production.

contents of all those boxes of Nestle on all displayed objects. For
Strawberry Quik (red dye #2?)
example, kn owing that we are in
One disappointing factor is the the presence of a Tilghman spoon
lack of research into many of the adds dimension to our appreciation
items on display.Jay West's Rus- of it. Or does it?
sian icon and lacquer boxes are
Collections is generally a wellbriefly discussed, as are the displayed exhibit, and certain to
"popular culture" sunglasses, provoke much curiosity. It opens up
Paul Kuznesof's Brazilian whiskey dimensions to campus personallabels, and Judy Rohrer's post- ities. It successfully illustrates the
cards. But what about the horn diversity within the Trinity comware owned by Ned Hawkins, or munity.
S.C. Brown's Egyptian applique Collections, Austin Arts Centre,
wall hangings? Some tidbit of October 7-30.
background would be most helpful

Help Wanted
Are you interested in writing movie critiques or record or
concert reviews? If you appreciate "the arts," get involved
somehow, sometime, O.K? We need your help. Submit
articles, typewritten and double spaced, either to the Tripod
office envelope (basement of Jackson) by Saturday afternoon
or P.O. Box #1831.

SfflK

Illustrations to Exhibit at WesJeyan

BEER KEGS

Every week at WRTC-FM those late-night
sounds of Soul, Disco and Jazz are combined
with a very special blend of talent to bring you
the best in 3rd World Programming. Thought
Power is only a part of the alternatives offered
at WRTC-FM.
Why Not Join Us at 89.3...

• " • » Tftis COUPON ewTiTles you TO

any foot-long
sub

;•:•:•:•;:;:.:.•;•.:.:.«»
'•$**' ' • ' • ' • ' • ' • ' • ' • ' • ' • ' • '

What:

Plant and Bake SaSe

Famous root-l-ang sondwiwhes

menu

When:

ALASKAN KING CRAB

October 11,1977 10:00a.m. to 1:30
Sposored by 'Neath the Elnis Garden Club (Trinity Wives) |
X;

Down stairs Mather Hall - outside the bookstore entrance |
To decorate the rooms of and tickle the palates of Trinity |
students with the proceeds a going for campus
|
beautification, planting of trees and shrubs.
|

BMJ..«. * « - ~ =.~» •<-,-»'

ITALIAN EXPRESS

"^.fKS*

M'FTRO""""""

MEATBALL

flOAST BEEF
PASTRAMI
TURKEY
HAM
SAUSAGE

o

S

5.9 Al

"P^RONI .
GENOA

BOtOGNA
CHEESE

§
a
B

Offer good until Oct. 31
at
247-7S88
867 New Britain Av®., HtM.
ALWAYS OPEN EXTRA LATE
7 DAYS A WEEK

!
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Homecoming Just Like Coming

History Lecturer Jack Chatfield '65 attempted to stare down the
entire Williams offense. We're lucky he doesn't teach history that

Does that freak teach at this College?

Come on Aj
best doorwa

i

Look! Over there! Isn't that..,? No, It can't be.

October H , 1977, The Trinity Tripod, page 11

me ... Unless You Live There

5ai^s?v* vis :-• •'•*--. 1i--«$$m* *
' . ' j " * ( sr^fi

Mr. Mason, Dean Winer, his bootlegger and unidentified boy ail absorbed in games of their own.

Come on Andy, you know folks from Oklahoma are found in all the
best doorways.
,

^

"My name is Herman, I am a Libra, I go to Trinity; now can you dig it? Dig, dig, dig...

Trintj 's dynamic duo: Kathy and Gene making the
scene.

All photos by Scott

. Leventhal

Editorial

Isn't Homecoming "Wonnurful"
Last Saturday evening [or Sunday morning] at 2:00 a.m.
several drunken figures could be seen crossing the
Mather-Austin Arts Center quad. A typical Trinity scene,
right? Not quite. Those figures were alumni and their escorts
upholding the values of a Trinity education.
It is both boring and frustrating or the TRIPOD to criticize
continually the ordering of priorities at the College. Unltl
much changes, however, we find We have no choice. We do
not condemn alcohol per se; we all like a few drinks now and
then. It is simply a matter of unimaginative planning and
misplaced priorities which concerns us.
The TRIPOD recognizes the immense workload carried by
the Alumni Office in the planning of such a weekend. There
appears to be a marked lack of originality in scheduling the
weekend's activities. The motto seems to bes "When in
doubt, throw in another cocktail party." From pre-game
luncheon to football game to post-game reception to fraternity
cocktail party to class cocktail party to dinner and drinks to
dancing and drinks, it's all one long drunken binge.

This College claims to represent superior moral and
ethical values as well as espousing the values of a liberal arts
education. The College has often expressed concern
regarding alcoholism in general and the student drinking
problem in particular. Abusive drinking Is a reality at Trinity.
It is unfortunate that it is condoned by the College through
events such as Homecoming.
To add insult to injury, the College closed the Iron Pony
Pub. That action can only be viewed as ultimate paternalism
and condescension on the part of an administration which
claims to have abandoned the maxim of "in loco parentis."
The Pub closing brings the TRIPOD to another important
Homecoming issue. With the Pub closed down, all the
fraternity houses except PKA throwing closed parties and the
Washington Room weaving with "boozed-up" alumni, any
student not connected with a fraternity had no College-sponsored activities available, except Cinestudlo's offerings.
Homecoming should honor alumni while involving the entire
Trinity community.

Letters
On The Dangers of Nuclear Energy
To the Editor:
The Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group (Conn PIRG) takes
exception to the views expressed in
the October 4 Commentary, "Nuclear Energy Is a Reality."
First of all, there is no
indication that energy demand in
the U .S. will triple by the year 2000
and create a gap between supply
and demand that only nuclear
power can fill, despite the warnings
of nuclear industry giants such as
General Electric. An independent
Ford Foundation study recently
estimated that energy demand
could slightly more than double by
2000, provided that costs remain
constant. Since costs will increase,
that level will never be reached,
however,
At present, inflation and other
factors have escalated nuclear
plant construction cost from a rate
of approximately $400 per kilowatt

of electric capacity in the early
1970's to over $1000 per kilowatt.
The nuclear industry overestimates
the future growth of demand for
electricity because high figures
support increased nuclear plant
construction, and ultimately increased profits. Construction projects with huge capital investments
(today's plants cost a minimum of
one billion dollars) increase the
utility's rate base and thus guarantee a highter rate of return for their
investors—and higher bills for
customers.
Nuclear industry projections
also ignore the nationwide trend of
decreased demand for electricity
since the "energy crisis" of 1974.
In New Hampshire, for example,
the annual growth in demand of
electricity diminished from 7.5% in
1974 to an actual decline of .5% in
1975.
Professor B.C. ' Beckman is
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quoted as saying that people need
not fear radioactive air pollution
because "their own blood gives
them 2000 times as much radioactivity. " This statement is misleading because it ignores the fact that
there is no safe level of radioactivity. As the House Committee on
Governmental Operations stated in
a 1976 session on radioactive waste
disposal, "health effects from
radioactive sources are cumulative... any level of radiation is
harmful." Thus spending one day
in Colorado where the natural
radiation is twice • the national
average exposes one to a higher
chance of cancer and genetic
damage, and spending one day
near a nuclear plant in Colorado
further increases the dangerv
radioactivity is radioactivity.
Furthermore, radioactivity is
released throughout the nuclear
fuel cycle—in mining and processing of uranium, in transporting
, fuel, in reactor operation, and in
safekeeping nuclear wastes.
. Radioactive residues permeate the
environment and enter food chains.
The cumulative effects of small
radioactive emissions could have
dire consequences for the health
and . genetic integrity of future
generations, as well as ours.
The statements that 85% of
nuclear wastes from a plant decay
before they leave the reactor, that
99% decays within 10 years, and
99.9% of'the remaining 1% decays
within 300 years, are misleading
also. These statistics indicate volumes of radioactive material, not
levels of radioactivity. When 85%
of the wastes decay, there still is
highly radioactive material that will
be dangerous for thousands of
years.
Dr. John Goffman, professor of
medical physics at the University of
California, has done considerable
research on the health effects of
radioactjve fallout both from nuclear testing and power plants.
Goffman estimates in a recent book
that if 99,99% of all plutonium
waste produced by nuclear reactors
could be contained, "it would still
be responsible for 500,000 additional lung cancers annually (based
on 1000 operating reactors by the
year 2000). This would mean
increasing the death rate in the
U.S. by 25% each year, since 2
million persons currently die from
all causes combined." Also, there

Conservation can significant
is no difference between the health
effects of fallout from bombs or reduce our energy consumpth
reactors. The human body cannot and the need for nuclear-generatf
differentiate between a tumor electricity. Combined with a nil
caused by any radioactive source, ional commitment to solar, wit
including natural background radi- and geothermal power develO]
ment, as well as temporary reliant
ation.
ConnPlRG believes that the on fossil fuels, the nation ci
public should not.be exposed to develop safe energy self-suffic
costly and dangerous nuclear ence. ConnPlRG will continue i
power plants, when safer and encourage citizen participation;:
cheaper alternatives exist. It is one energy policy-making, because, fi
of a growing number of groups that too long government and industi
are calling for a moratorium on have made decisions alone thi
commercial nuclear power until its could have potentially cataclysm:
!
economy and safety can be conclu- results.
sively proven. The aims of our
Sincerel
nuclear power project are research
Jim Scarpa, State Organizt
and citizen education, especially in
ConnPlRi
the field of alternative energy
sources.

Memorial Fund

Please
Don't Sneak

To All Students and Facuji
Members:
\
All of us have close friends wf
mean a great deal to us. If we we)
To People Contemplating Sneaking to lose one of them, what would w
into Mather:
do? On Sunday, October 2, sonii
Please don't! Have you any idea one close to me was killed in a qi
of what you are doing? Aside from accident. The sudden loss was;
the usual complaints about such shock to me and I felt helples!
practices, such as it is wrong, There is nothing I can do to brifl
stealing, breaking commandments, him tack, but I can help to mal
etc., you are perpetrating a far his memory live on.
more hideous crime. You are
Less than a year ago this famil
forcing the people who guard those lost their father. Now the only otfy
doors to think; to work!
male has been taken from them. H
And, these people aren't just was only .18 and I'm sure it h|
guards,' they are students just like been a terrible loss to his mothe
you. They have their own hassles, and his sister. To lessen the pai
gripes, grudges and problems just and show that people do care, I ai
like you! Every day the same asking any and all students an
excuses confront them at the door: faculty members to give to a goo
"I just want to see somebody," "I cause. A memorial scholarshj
forgot my ticket (or books, or coat, fund has been set up at the nig
or a million other things)". I have school he and I attended. An
even heard "I know the head amount donated, no matter ho\
waiter, he'll let me in." Forget itl small, will be greatly appreciate^
The head waiter has nothing to do Think about it; not only will y°« P
with it. The people at the doors are helping his family, his friends .art'
not supposed to let people in for me, you will gain the sstisfactip]
anything.
that you have given not onj,
As someone who has known money, but a piece of your heart j'
both sides of the door, guarding those who need it most. It real):
and sneaking, I realize that this helps to know that people care am
rule isn't totally inflexible. It is I hope you will see your way cle^
;
possible to force your way in with to contribute. Thank you.
i
enough rudeness and "gaul." Put
Make checks payable to Tjj'
yourself in that position. Would
you want to put your job on the line Jude Joseph Bialaski Scholars!^
so that someone could sneak in? Do Fund,
0 i
you think that it is easy always to c/o Sue Gcraci, Box # 1058; 0
say no to pleading faces. At least bring donations to Jackson 3P
give it a thought next time you try.
246-1226.
.
Sincerely,
Sincerely
Andrew Terhune 7 8
Susan Lynn Geraci,'8-

From Franconia

To the Editor:
A standard comment often made
college as well as the aaabout Franconia College is that ministrative ones, and an in"the president washes dishes volvement of the students in many
there." These words seem trivial to activities, from the running of the
some, perhaps event he subiect of kitchen to the making of major
derision. But to me, they imply | policy decisions.
many important things. They I
Student involvement is the
suggest that there is a measure of essential topic of this letter. I
equality here, a sense of shared would like to try and answer the
venture that is lacking at most question, "Why should students be
educational institutions in the U.S. equally involved?" I think that
today.
many people tend to feel that
Above all, the statement suggests students should not have real
involvement on an equal basis. power, because they are not as wise
Involvement of the administration and experienced as administrators
in the "mundane" affairs of the and faculty, and because students

are transient members of the
population, unlike the staff. I
believe that these types of attitudes
have dangerous effects on those
who graduate from college each
year.
I think that students have a right
to be equally involved in the
running of the school that they
attend, and I would like to try to
present here some arguments for
this belief.
First, I want to consider what
kinds of effects unequal power has
upon students, and whether or not
the hierarchial power structure

Bayeux Tapestry lecture
by Trfah Matrs

Eargerly awaiting Professor
Bard McNulty's Mellon Symposium presentation on the "Bayeux
Tapestry," the audience overflowed room 302 in the Austin Arts
Center and adjourned to a larger
auditorium in McCook in order to
accomodate the demand.
To this array of faculty, students
and members of the community;
Professor McNulty proposed his
fascinating theory suggesting that
the "decorative" boarder is not
decorative at all, but is in fact a
running commentary on the action
depicted in the central scenes.
The "Bayeux Tapestry" was
commissioned sometime after

William Fs conquest of England in
1066. Although a prejudiced
documentation of the conquest,
the "Tapestry" chronicles the
mannerism, dress and iconography
of the Middle Ages. The "Bayeux
Tapestry" which is is not really a
tapestry at all but an embroidery hangs in Bayeux
Cathedral not far from Paris. The
"Tapestry" is 30 inches high and
231 feet long.
Through his careful study of
medevil iconography, Professor
McNulty disproves the present
theories with regard to the boarder
of the tapestry. For example, the
ostrich, a popular medevil icon, is
depicted in the boarder underneath
a battle scene. The present
theorists would suggest this icon

was purely decorative because the
ostrich traditionally symbolizes
cowardice as it buries its head in
the sand. McNulty disproves this
theory by demonsteating the
medevil mind believed the ostrich's
gaze to be so powerful that by
simply glaring at their eggs they
would hatch. The ostrich was
thought to subsist on a diet of iron.
McNulty presented examples of
medevil icons showing ostriches
eating nails and horseshoes. Thus
by McNulty's theory, the prescence
of an ostrich beneath a battle scene
would logically suggest power and
strength of the defeating army.
McNulty's theory opens up an
entirely new spectrum of interpretation of the "Tapestry"
McNulty's description of the
boarder explains some of the
previously
unexplainanble
sequences of the "Tapestry".
McNulty takes time to n ote that
his work would not be possible
second lecture, "The Soviet Union: were it not for the aid of his
Continuity and Change" on next colleagues in the Classics departTuesday October 18th at 1:30 p.m. ment and Professors Brooke,
Today, Tuesday, October 11, Dr. Baird, Cooper, and Dando as well
James West of the History Depart- as research done by students here
ment will . examine the great at Trinity. As undoubtedly one of
masterpieces of Russian art in the most brilliant and intriguing
relation to Russia's history, also at lectures ever presented at Trinity;
1:30 p.m. in the Goodwin Theater Professor McNulty's theory was
•• ;
of Austin Arts Center. AH Trinity met by warm applause.
students are welcome to attend
free.

Town Gown
cont. from page 4
impossible given the need to
defend Russian orthodoxy. Reform
was unlikely because of the personalities of the autocrats; Czar
Nicholas II had no desire to share
power with the writers and lawyers
in the Duma (parliament). The
Narodnik reform movements of the
1840-1880s failed largely because
the peasants distrusted the reformers; however, the inteHgentsia
was not as a whole a revolutionary
group.
Kassow believes that the
growth of Russian Marxism under
Lenin evolved several concepts
which resulted in the ultimate
success of the 1917 Revolution:
first, the importance of the intellectual as a revolutionary leader;
second, the formation of a workerpeasant allience; third, the revolution is conducted from above and
authority is tightly held by revolutionary leaders; and fourth, the
Party will control the development
of the revolution and the new
society.
Kassow noted that certain
phenomena have existed both in
Czarist and Soviet society. These
include the bankruptcy of legitimate governmental authority and
the dissatisfaction of the educated
and ruling classes. One important
conclusion he drew from the
Russian experience is the impor. tance of comparing political cultures. Russia's culture has always
stressed orthodoxy, authoritarianism and terror in political rule.
Russia will change, Kassow condluded, if her political culture
changes.
The lecture was followed by a
brief audience question period and
reception. Professor Kassow will
return to his closing theme in his

Capital Campaign
cont. from page 1
substantial new endowment, approximately $1.3 million, to the
college's scholarship program.
"Contrary to some public
assumptions," Dr. Lockwood
commented, "government funds do
not offset the need for college
scholarship assistance if we are to
help talented young people who
lack the requisite money for
college." Approximately 30% of
Trinity's 1650 undergraduates 1
receive some form of financial
assistance from the College.
Popular with many donors was
the opportunity to endow book
purchase funds" and other gifts to
enhance, the library's holdings.
Some $850,000 was received in this
area.
•
Gifts toward campus preservation, unrestricted "general
purpose" gifts, and donations for
special, restricted purposes totalled
over $4.3 million.
Although construction has
begun on the addition to the
college library, this is one area in
which fund-raising efforts will
continue on a limited basis. Approximately $1.5 million has been
secured of the $3 million needed

for the expansion project. The
library has a capacity of 600,000
volumes. The addition will provide
shelving for 250,000 more books,
250 study spaces, and 2,650 square
feet of office space.,
"Two aspects of this effort are
especially gratifying to us," Lockwood stated. "First, over half of the
contributions we recieved were
from alumni. Their generosity
exceeded our
expectations.
Second, the campaign generated
interest and enthusiasm among pur
faculty, 80% of whom made gifts."
In addition to Blum, other
national chairmen of the campaign
include: Stuart D. Watson of West
Hartford, Business and Industry
committee; William R. Peelle '44 of
West Hartford, Major Gifts
committee; Mrs. Walter H. Gray of
Hartford, Friends of Trinity
committee; Robert K. Mooney of
West Hartford, Parents committee;
David
R.
Smith
'52
of
Longmeadow, Mass, and Douglas
T.Tansill '61 of New York, Alumni
committee; Dr. Edward W. Sloan
of Farmington, Faculty committee;
and Konrad Kruger '75 of New
Hampshire and Steven Batson '77
of Delaware, Students committee.

that characterizes Trinity and
similar institutuions is in fact
consistent with the educational and
political principles that are
espoused.
It would seem to me that one of
the primary purposes of a college
education is to develop oneself as
fully as possible, and that an integral part of this development is
the assumption of responsibility for
oneself, and the learning of one's
ability to freely determine one's
own life according to one's needs
and wants.
Some of you are incensed by
these word, undoubtedly. But look
around and ask: How many
students really feel that Trinity is
their school, and that they have
had a true say in the policies of the
school? If they do feel this way,
why is vandalism so prevalent?
Certainly students sit on committees and meet prospective
faculty, but how much weight do
their words really carry?
Trinity's power structure reflects !
an attitude characteristic of our
society-namely, that those who are
older, adults, are worth more as
people than those who are
younger. The older one is, the
more experience and knowledge
one has. But does that really make
one a better person?
To answer yes to that question
is to damage the self-esteem of
those who are young, and to make
the transition to adulthood a
difficult one. If we are to act as
morally
responsible,
selfdetermining human beings, than
we must exist in environments
where this is possible. The
paternalism of the Pub, the fact
that the curriculum is determined
largely by the faculty, the fact that
students have little idea where their
tuition money is spent, the lack of a
concerted effort on the part of the
administration to discover the
students' needs and desires, and
authoritirian structure of many
classes! in which professors spew
out knowledge while students
scribble in their notebooks, are not
conducive to the type of
development we need to become
full human beings.
I think that Trinity likes to view
itself as being politically neutral, as
a free place whre ideas and
opinions are exchanged equally
and objectively. This is a myth, for
I believe that there is no true
neutrality. As Sarte points out in
his essay, "The Humanism of
Existentialism", not choosing is
also a form of choosing. In other
words, by not choosing to oppose
our society as it exists, Trinity is
giving at least tacit consent to the
values and beliefs that prevail.
This argument has many implications and applications, but I
wish to use only one. Presumably
Trinity ascribes to the importance
of such things as freedom and
democracy which are, in theory,
espoused
by our
society.
Therefore, we must ask if Trinity is
• a democratic, free institution.
Obviously, my feeling is that it is
not, because for the mot part,
faculty and administrators do not
view students as their equals. They
do not accord students equal
authority or power even in many
areas where differences in expertise between faculty and
students are not crucial. It would
seem that one cannot have
democracy without at least a
notion that all people are equal,
that all people should have equal
authority and power when possible.

Trinity catalogue, under "The
Purpose of a Trinity Education",
are written the words, "A Trinity
education is designed to...equip
them (students) for life in a free
society." How can an institution on
which is not itself a free society
ever expect to equip people for life
in a free society? And how can
Trinity call itself free when there
are grades and major requirements
which are imposed on students and
which often inhibit freedom, when
there are no avenues through
which we can schoose freely for
ourselves the nature and quality of
our education?
One point that I'm sure many of
you have considered is that
students seem not to really desire
the power of self-determination.
Surely this is a difficult criticism to
answer; the problems of student
apathy exist at Franconia also. I
find it very understandable that
students act this way, for certainly
life is easier when the weight of
responsibility is avoided, yet
aren't we less than-whole human
i beings because of this avoidance?
Haven't we been significantly
reinforced
in
acquiescent
behavior? It is difficult to expect
students to suddenly take
responsibility for their lives and
their educations, when they have
rarely before done so.
The beginnings of the solution
have two parts. The faculty and
administration must consider
relinquishhing some of their
cherished power, and begin to ask
whether or not they are being ttrue
to the principles to which they
subscirbe. The students must
examine their lives and their
educations, and decide if they are
being satisfied and fulfilled.
I guess it's important to say that
Franconia is no haven of equality
either. The president has more
power than one would expect in an
egalitarian arrangement, and the
students do not seem particularly
aware of the freedoms they can
have. But at least Franconia is
trying to consider a viable, more
human alternative to authoritarian
hierarchies.
Paul Sher '79
Box 316
Franconia College
Franconia, N.H.

SGA

i cont. from page 3
and
their
funds
released.
ORGANIZATION BOOKLET: A
letter is going out this week to all
organizations
asking
for
descriptions of their activities. The
booklet, when printed, will be
given not only to memebers of the
student body but also to the Admissions Office, which will send it
to accepted applicants. VAN: Coordinator Dutch Burhydt '81, was
introduced. Use of the be
suspended until November 1. By
that time, a policy on van use
should be drawn up, and drivers
trained.- MISCS. Eight students,
from SGA, Budget Committee,
and SGPB will be sent to the
Convention of the National
Entertainment and
Campus
Activities Association and College
Activities International in Boston
next month. At the convention,
performers can be hired at lower
rate through "block booking".
SGA believes that it will save far
•more moivety in hiring acts than it
is spending to send student
As for freedom-on page 9 of the representatives..
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Announcements
Washington Semester
The deadline for submitting an
application for participation in one
of the Washington Semester
Programs sponsored by The
American University next term is
Friday, 14 October 1977, Please see
Dean Winslow for application
materials.

Middle East Lecture
"The Islamic World," an in depth
look into economic, political,
religious and cultural practices in
the Middle East, will be presented
in a special program at the
University of Hartford, on
Saturday, November 5, An all-day
event, "The Islamic World" will be
sponsored by the U of H Alumni
Council, in conjunction with the
University's Division of Adult
Educational Services. It is the
second annual day-long seminar
presented by the alumni group. For
pre-registration information,1 call
243-4357.

Barren Center
Students may now apply to
participate in the Spring 1978
Semester Program of the Barbieri
Center/ Rome Campus. Application materials are available in
the Office of Educational Services.
The deadiline for the submission of
applications is 28 October, but
earlier submission of one's
application is encouraged.

Sunday Chapel sservice October 16 the guidance counselor at the Fox
at 10:30 A.M. The director of the Elementary School. Also offering
Hartford Friends Meeting Court advice will be past tutors Joey
Monitoring Project, Ron graduated Lockwood '78 and Alan Martin '78.
from Trinity in 1974. After college All those interested in tutoring are
Ron Cretaro became a VISTA encouraged to attend. Contact:
volunteer serving the Charter Oak , Porter Crosby, . Box 706 or 246Terrace and Rice Heights com- 2274.
munities of Hartford. He later
worked for the Capitol Region
Conference of Churches as a
Study in Germany France, and
tenants rights worker. He has been
a staff member of the Trinity Spain or Latin America will be
College basketball program for the discussed by Trinity students who
last five years and now serves as have returned from study programs
the college's head junior varsity in those countries or areas.
Students are encouraged to atte d
coach.
any meetings of interest to them.
The gatherings will be informal and
Writer and teacher Marjorie composed only of students. The
Housepian will give a lecture at meetings scheduled for the next
Trinity College in the Boyer week are as follows: Germany on
Auditorium oif the Life Sciences Wednesday, 12 October at 8:00
Center on Wednesday, October 12 p.m.; France on Thursday, 13
at 8:00 p.m. The talk which is October at 7:00 p.m.; Spain and
entitled "Fact or Fiction? An Latin America on Monday, 17
^October at 7:00 p. m. Each
Irreverent Look at the Historical
Process" is sponsored by the meeting will be held' in Alumni
History Department, the Lecture Lounge. Please note that the hour
Committee and Dean of Studies, of the meeting on Germany has
been changed to be at 8:00 pan.
and is open to the public.
Mrs. Housepian, who is Assistant
Dean1 of Studies, at Barnard
College, was born and raised in
New York City and is of Armenian
descent. Her book "The Smyrna Several more places for Exchange
Affair" is an historical account of Students at Williams College for
the great fire of 1922 that destroyed the Spring Term 1978 are available.
the city of Smyrna in the conflict Please see Dean Winslow if you
between the Armenians and the would like to apply or even conTurks. Her first novel, "A Houseful sider applying.
of Love" was a best seller in 1957.

Foreign Study

Guest Lecturer

Williams Exchange

Chapel Service

S AGA

Tutor Woricshop

Criminal justice in the courts of
Hartford is a concern of Ron
Cretaro who will speak at the

A "Tut6r Workshop", sponsored
by Trinity Tutoring Program will
be held on Thursday, Oct. 24th at
6:30 in Wean Lounge. Speakers
DISHWASHER WANTED
include
Dr.
Steve
Mon.-Fri. (12:30 p.m.-l:30 ) in will
Christopherson,
a
Trinity
professor
return for meal (lunch). Two people
may alternate, Hobart machine. of Education, Ms. Patricia
Contact Psi-Upsilon Fraternity, 81 Lowman, the Project Director of
"Reading is Fundamental" of
Vernon St., Box 1382 or 728-9893.
Hartford, and Mr. Louis Sarrvarroi

fo«tfwHill ttfth

High Spirits Package Store

The first film in the women's
The Theatre Arts Department of
center series of films by inTrinity
College will present Henry
dependent feminist filmmakers will
be shown this evening at 6:30 in IV, Part I, by William Shakespeare
McCook auditorium. The film, on October 27, 28,29, November 4,
"Growing Up Female", by Julia 5, at 8:15 p.m., and November 6 at
Reichert and James Klein, explores 2:00 p.m., in the J. L. Goodwin
the many forces which shape the Theatre-Austin Ats Centei,
socialization of the American General Admission is $2.50 and
female: parents, teachers, guidance SStudent Admission is $1.50, The
counsellors, the media and ad- play is being directed by Professor
vertising, pop music and the in- George E, Nichols, III, Director of
stitution of marriage. It has been the Program in Theatre Arts. For
hailed as the most comprehensive more information and reservations
and sociologically ambitious film to please call the box office at 527-]
/
come out of the current women's 8062.
movement. An informal discussion
will follow the film, in the Women's
Center.

Rim Series
BUI Budd, the Peter Ustinov
movie version of the Herman
Melville.novel, will be shown at 7
P.M. on Wednesday, October 12, in
McCook Auditorium. This film is
one of several in the "Saltwater
Celluloid" film series sponsored by
the Freshman Seminar and
Aemerican Studies programs.
Subsequent showings will be the
1931 John Barrymore sound
version of Moby-Dick, on Wednesday, November 9; and Captains
Courageous, from the 1930's
version of the Kipling novel, on
Wednesday, November 16; both
will be shown also at 7 p.m. in
McCook Auditorium. All are
cordially invited; admission is free.

Study in France

A SAGA Advisory Committee
has been formed by SGA. The
Committee, which meets with
Food Service Director, Jeff Wilson,
discusses what's going on in the
dining hall. If you're interested in
doing more than just leaving
suggestions on the dining hall
buletin board, call the SGA. at
527-3151, ext. 367, Monday to
Friday, from 1-5.

Henry IV, Part I

A reception for those interested in
study in France will be held at 4:00
p.m. in Alumni Lounge of Mather
Campus Center on Tuesday, 25
October. Members of the Modem
Languages Department and Dean
Winslow will be available to talk
with students who are interested in
study in France either next term or
in future years. Anyone is welcome
to attend.

Course Evaluation
Book

AH those willing to assist in the
editing of the Course Evaluation
Book for the Spring Terra please
meet in Wean, Lounge at 7:00 op
Thursday, October 13th or contact
Anne Knutson, Box 1802 or 52+
1897.

British Studies

Mr. Wilson, Director of the
British and European Studies
Group in London, will be at Trinity
College to discuss that program
with students on Thursday, 20
Oetobber 1977. Please come to
Alumni Lounge at 3:30 p.m. that
day if you would like to learn mort
about the program. Detailed i»
formation on the British and
European Studies Group is
available in the Office ol
Educational Services Reading
Room.

Study Abroad

A general meeting, covering
programs and study in various
countries in Europe and beyond!
will be h eld at 7:00 p.m. oil
Monday, 24 October, in Alumnj
Lounge. This will be an all-student
meeting, and anyone interested is
.welcome to attend.

ABC
PIZZA HOUSE

307 Zi
Zion Start

247-6194
\ M Uquas

Committee

Women's Center FiSm

• Boar tfina • Kegs

THE CHANGE

(ACROSS FROM TRINITY CAMPUS)

« 287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE - HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
THE PLACE
is nimpeSslitsidns

Richard Staron, Prop.

THE TIME
IS NOW

• DELICIOUS PIZZA
• HOT OVEN GRINDERS
• ROAST BEEF GRINDERS

Today is change, and it's now! At Rumpelstiltskins where we
understand the intricateness of haircutting & hair design, and
especially you. Come in and see the head shaking cuts and
enjoy the uniqueness of atmosphere, and master hair cutting
for the feeling of you, letting yourself be you.
fues.-Fri. 9-8,-Sat. 9-5

STUDENT DISCOUNT
$2.00 off
wHhTrMtylD

Phone 247-0234

UNISEX

CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
PIZZA WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE

SOS Mapte Avenue at Baity Square

hdtf €tftt®f#
§22-l§8®

\

BUY 4 PIZZAS - ANY SEE - GET THE 5th ONE FREE

Announcements
Financial Aid

A student interested in applying
for financial aid for the second
semester of the 77-78 school year
should come to the Office of
Financial Aid and obtain the
following forms:
1. A) 1977-78 PCS (ParentsConfidential Statement), or FAF
(Financial Aid Form) if the
student is independent of his or
her family.
2.) A Trinity College UpperclassmeD Financial Aid Form.
3.) A 77-78 Basic Grant Application.
The PCS or FAF should be filled
out according to instructions and
sent to Princeton, New Jersey for
processing, indicating Trinity
College as a recipient (Code
# 3899). (This should be done by
November 12 at the latest to

accommodate 2-4 week time lag for
processing.)
The Trinity Application should be
filled out and returned to us, along
with , a copy of the Parents' 1976
IRS 0140 no later than December
12,1977.
The Basic Grant application
should be filled out and sent to
Iowa City for processing. All aid
applicants are required to submit a
copy of the Sudent Eligibility
Report (SER ) from this program as
proof of application.
Please direct any questions to
John Taylor or Pam Machnik at
365 or 467.

Minority Support
The minority support group will
meet tonight (Tues.) at 10:30 P.M.,
70 Vernon St. We will discuss our
first set of activities relating to

increased recruitment of minority
students at Trinity and the development of minority-related programs. Additional proposals are
invited.

Women's Confer Trip
The Trinity Women's Center
announces a bus trip to the
Brooklyn Museum on Sat., Oct. 29,
to see the highly-acclaimed exhibi-

Brooklyn bus, stop by the Womens'
Center any day from 1 to 5, or send
a check for S5.S0 to the Trinity
Women's Center, Box 1385, indicating your name, address and
phone number. Seats are limited
and we must have all reservations
by Tuesday, October 28. Hope you
can join us.

tion WOMEN ARTISTS 1550-1950.

The bus will leave Trinity from the
front of Austin Arts Center at 8:00
A.M. and return to the college at
approximately 8:00 P.M. The fare
for the round-trip will be $5.50.
After an hour or so at the Brooklyn
Museum, the bus will take those
who want into Manhattan to enjoy
the Big Apple until an early
evening departure from Rockefeller
Center. To reserve a seat on the

Clothes Collection
Have you ever wandered into
your closet and said to yourself,
"There are clothes in here I
haven't worn in years." Haven't
we all! Well, your troubles are
over. The Trinity Club of Hartford
is planning its First Annual Used
But Not Abused Clothing Sale to be
held November 18-20 at the school.
The object of the sale is twofold: 1.
To redistribute perfectly good
clothing that, for one reason or
another, never gets worn, and 2. To

k

your grasp
Find out hbw ^
getting "Mnsr^
jolje^

% but it will give you help Q ^

raise money to help the club in its
scholarship efforts.
Call me at 233-4435 (office) or
232-7408 (home) or George Lynch
at 233-8295 (office) or 233-2375
(home) and we will arrange, at your
convenience, to have your donation
picked up. All clothing should be
sized and clean.
At the time of pickup you will
receive a receipt for the clothing.
This receipt may be used as a
charitable donation for tax purposes.
•
Sincerely yours,
Donald B. Reder '69
Event Chairman
Our Advertisers Support
the TRIPOD.
Please Patronize Them.
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More Sports
Freshmen Wallop Williams 51-14
by Nancy Lncas
'P^^^^^^^^^.u--^i^|^i^lijj^^^^pip

QB Paul Romano set to shred the Williams defense in the awesome
Ihird quarter.
photo by Amy Polaves

Eph-Men Eliminate
J.V. Bantams 4 - 2
Rosa. Williams came right back to
tie the game with a perfect shot
into the upper left hand corner of
the net.
The second half opened with
another Williams tally, again on a
left-corner shot. Although the
Eph-men dominated most of the
half, the Bantams capitalized on
the few opportunities they had.
Right-wing Bob Rieth, beating
his defender, chipped a ball across
the goal mouth to Andy Brennan,
who scored on a header. Trinity
almost had a third goal moments
later when Rieth swerved a corner
kick into the net, only to have it
called back because of a foul.
Regulation time soon expired with
" t h e score tied at 2-2, sending the
game into overtime.
The evenly matched first overtime ended without score. The
second period, however, saw the
Eph-men bombarding the Trinity
net with shots. After a penalty kick
put Williams in front 3-2, ' the
visitors locked up the contest and
*»- threw away the key with an open
goal.
Playing an outstanding game
for the Bantams were Tim Rosa,
Bob Rieth, Dave Koeppell, Steve
Stuart, and goaliej Richard WolfA JV boater daring a lull In the

by Mike McGovem
The Williams J.V. Soccer team
scored two goals in the second
overtime, period, giving the Ephrriefn a 4-2 win over Trinity last
Saturday here in Hartford,
Applying pressure in the early
going, the Bantams were awarded
two corner kicks but were unable to
convert. Tom Chase, moving up
from his fullback position, finally
put Trin on the Scoreboard with a
header off an indirect kick by Tim

>ctlon>

On Friday, Oct. 7, the frosh
Bantams of Trinity won an incre-'
diblegame against Williams, 51-14
The defense played superbly, and
the offense, with the help of a few
lucky but extremely well-executed
plays, was outstanding in its till-out
effort to beat the "Purple People
Eaters" of Williams,
Defensively, Mike Goss, Rusty
Nisbet, Bob Grant, Rich Leroux,
and Chip McKeehan all had QB
sacks, bursting through the line
many times to crush the opposition.
Dan Jacobs and Frank Netcoh were
perhaps the most instrumental in
stopping the offensive threats.
Netcoh, playing on the special
teams as well, would continuously
race downfield to be the first man
to hit the ball carrier. There were
throe fumble recoveries, including
a super one by linebacker Frank
Fitzgerald, and an interception of a
sure TD pass by defensive back
Pete Hoops in ttthe William's end
zone.

Coach Ch«l McPhee to »td*lliw; conference with Edc Woodard [4!
md Rusty NJstwt {60),
tihnitihy AmyPolayos

over the dcfemlents in the end
zone. Thill play turned the game
around, The Bantams then proceeded to score 3H points in the
third quarter. The third TD came
on a puss front co-enpt, Pawl
Romano t(» .Jim .Sstmst'l, who, »fter
running about .10 yards, pitched the
ball back to Luby, who run it
another 40 yards for the 6 paints.
But the real phenomenon of the Michael Bresnahan then made two
afternoon was the 51 points picked additional points on the converup by the offense. Bill Luby caught sion. Jim Samscl caught a second
pass not long after that to make the
two touchdown passes, one of
which was on an intriguing play score 27-14, Trinity, and Dan
very late in the first half. The QB, Jacobs kicked his second of four
Frank Netcoh, threw a 30 yard pass extra points. Jacobs also had a field
which was caught by Luby rising up goal and a short yardage touch-

Ui JJIVT him 14 points tott

tin* a(icrfttttm. Sean Souney,
ing fantastically throughout
ftflmr, stored the sixth Trin tc
down «n » fine middle froti
yards mil. .Speedy Michael ]
ntthan finished out the scoring
a nine yard run for a TD,
Romano made H completions
attempt* for 129 yards, whilff
picking up .12 yurd rushing. II
aim attributed this in part to j
blocking by his forward line, l«
center Art .Stern.
Hie whole team played
and vouch d i e t McPhce is Ic
forward to next week's
igainst Springfield.

WTK

YOUR MUSIC CONNECTION
connects

HIT^FTER HIL4FTERHIT
•'

EAGLES • FLEETWOOD /MAC • HE/IRT
PETER FR/JMPTON • SUPERTRKMP
B4BLO CRUISE • C/4R1Y SIMON
BROTHERS JOHNSON • KISS
STEVE /HILLER B.KND • RiTK COOLIDGE
LEO SAYER • K.C, & THE SUNSHINE BKND

photo by George Young

FALL SAL|

Hartford Happenings
International Women's Week Inspires
Trinity Runners
by Nick Noble
On Tuesday October 4th, ten
women from Trinity participated in
a nationwide Cross Country Marathon in observance of International
Women's Year.
On Rte. 5 at the Massachusetts/Connecticut line the Trinity
women took the torch from a team
of Mt. Holyoke runners. They ran
south along 5, with a friendly police
escort close behind.
They finished their run in East
Windsor, • but they were so far
ahead of the pace that they never
saw those who were to carry on the
torch. Thus they completed theit
link in a chain of athletic endurance
and skill that stretched from
Seneca Falls, N,Y. to Houston
Texas. Several thousand women

participating in over 2,500 miles of
running marked this important
event.The marathon was sponsored.
by the U.S. State Department, and
organized by Melissa Werder,
Assistant Public Relations Director
of Women's Sports Magazine,
The Trinity women who ran
were Robin Sheppard, Jane Millspaugh, and Sue- McCarthy,
coaches, and Lanier Drew, Trina
Abbott, Cindy Higgins, Anne Warner, Ginny Gardner, Rosie Whitney, and J a n e Dwight, stupendous student athletes.
The women signed a scroll that
will be placed in the Smithsonian
institute to commemorate the Women's Year run.

ENDS SATORDif

SAVE 20-30% i
DOWN PARKAS
;

• A N D VEST • \
SKIS AND MUCH MOR
The Woods are Lovely,
Dark and Deep

EMS/Hartford
One Civic. Center Pia*a
Hartford, Conrtectirut
203-278-7105

-

BOBEBT FROST

$tot • riouirs:
. FiKrty. to A M y, 10 AM -6 P.M.

The Agony Of Defeat :
Football
cont. from page 20

, ,|
I %+

and Williams took over on the
Bantam 20. Two plays later Whelan
hit Hollingsworth in the endzone
and after Hollingsworth's extra
point at 7:26, the Ephs had a firm
21-0 lead.
On the following kiekoff,
Williams' Mark Gerry alertly
jumped on the loose football to
give the Ephs the ball on the
Trinity 24. This time the Bant
secondary closed down the
Williams receivers and after four
incomplete passes, Trinity took
over on the 24 yard line. On the
first play from scrimmage, Foye
unleashed a perfect 37 yard bomb
to sophomore Jim Rickert who
rambled down to the Williams 38.
Once again a Bantam scoring
possibility was erased as linebacker
John Thiel stole Foye's riext pass
attempt and returned it to his own
46 yard line.
In the waning seconds of the
half, Williams marched downfield
behind the pin-point passing of
quarterback Whelan moving 52
yards to the Trinity two yard line.
Again the Bants defense held fast
and
on
fourth
down
Hollingsworth's nine yard three
pointer went wide.
Through a single half of play
the Williams defense, which
dominated throughout, held the
Bants to just 22 yards rushing and

80 total yards while stealing a pair
of Foye's ariels and recovering one
fumble. The Ephs' Whelan was
having a superb afternoon hitting
12 of 20 for 172 yards and leading
his teammates to three scores and a
21-0 halftime advantage.
Williams made another assault
on the Trinity goal line early in the
third quarter after they recovered
yet another Bantam fumble. After
moving in to the Trinity 16,
Whelan's pass was intercepted by
linebacker Joe Delano at the five
and Delano returned the ball to the
13 yard line.
Later in that same period,
Trinity got another break when a
poor Ephmen punt gave them the
ball on the Williams 29 yard line.
Foye promptly moved the Bants in
as he hit sophomore Pat
McNamara for 17 yards to the four
yard line. As before the Williams
defense pulled it together as they
stymied the Bants and finally on
fourth and eight cornerback
McAleenan ended another Bantam
scoring opportunity as he picked
off Foye's pass in the endzone.
Whelan wasted no time moving
the Eph's back downfield as he hit
Hollingsworth for 38 yards to the
Trinity 42 yard line. Four plays
later the combination clicked again
this time for 26 yards to the 13.
Whelan's next pass went to wide

Running back Nick Votze gains on Williams.
received Bill Miller who glided into and down the playing field without
the endzone for six points and with any serious scoring threats. In the
the point after Williams was out of final moments of the game, freshreach at 28-0.
""
man Gary Palmer was inserted at
Fumbles and interceptions hurt quarterback in hopes of eettinc
both teams throughout the final Trinity on the board. However, his
period as the two foes moved up passing was no more effective

The ever present offensive line: Tom Heffeman down and net and waiting for the snap.
photo by George Young

photo by Amy Polayes

against the stiff Williams secondary.
Next week the Bants will travel
to Middlebury to face the Panthers
in what should be Trinity's toughest
meeting of the season.

Losing is no fun. Co-Captain Moose Poulln and Defensive Tackle
McDonald watch helplessly from the sidelines as the second wind
down.

'

Photo by Amy Polayes

WRTC-FM Sports
presents
Trinity Football
Tune in on Saturdays and hear
Bobby Parzyclv
Chris Beeves, Tom Hunter
detai! this week'si actionfor you.
Air Time: 1:15
Oct. 15 Middlebury
Oct. 22 Colby
Alumni children waiting for Bantam defensive end Jimmy Leone's autograph. Padre cooperates
cheerfully with the fans.

Photo by Scott M. Leventhal

Oct. 29 Coast Guard
Nov. 5 Amherst

Nov. 12 Wesleyan
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More Sports
A Parade Gone By
Part Five*; More Lean Years, and
the Legacy of Robert Morris
by Nick Noble
Trinity's football fortunes were
never at as low an ebb as they were
during the decade and a half
between 1915 and 1932. Barely
29% of the games played were
won, while almost 70% ended in
defeat.
Eleven head coaches came and
went during these, the bleakest
years in Trinity gridiron annals.
Three of these men were Trinity
graduates, One was George Buck, a
Bantam hero of the pre-Gettell era
who single handedly won a game,
against Wesleyan by corraling a
loose ball and carrying it in for a
touchdown.
Another was J, Landon "King"
Cole, a fine halfback on the 1915
undefeated squad. His single
season reign as coach in 1916 was
decidedly unsuccessful. However,
he had accepted the job at the last
possible minute (less than a week
before the first game) and provided
strong leadership for the fledgling
Bantams.
The third was Robert S. Morris
-16, a man whose dedication to
Trinity College, and especially to
her athletics, deserves special
mention. A fleet-footed end on that
unbeaten 1915 eleven, he returned
to coach his beloved Bantams in
19V7,. His lone season coaching
career- produced one of the only
two winning records during that
leanest of eras. They totaled a 3-1-2
mark, but many of the traditional
inter-collegiate contests had to be
cancelled because of the intense
preparation for the coming war.
Games were played against nearby
colleges and military units such as
Co. B 101st Machine Gun
Batallion, the 303rd Machine Gun
Batallion, and Go. A Conn. Signal
Corps.
The final game of the season
was a 20-6 victory over the
University of Vermont. This was an
ironic win, as the Vermonters
fielded graduate students as well as
undergraduates. One of these, a
student at the UVM med school,
was Pete lawlor, Trin football
Captain in 1913.

Bob Morris' contribution to
Trinity athletics did not end there.
After his coaching stint he was
called into active naval service for
the war. At its close he pursued an
eminently succeessful career, Still
his interest in Trinity sports never
waned. In 1955 the first volume of
his Pigskin Parade At Trinity was
published. In 1966 volume two
came out. The work is an extremely well researched historical
record of Trinity's football
triumphs and disasters through the
years. It has been an extremely
helpful research aid in the writing
of this series.
Morris also wrote a history of
Track at Trinity, and an athletic
biography of Ted Hudson, the
Mighty Hud, Trinity's great
gridiron hero. At his death in 1971
he had begun researching the
history of baseball at the college.
The priceless legacy that Bob
Morris left to1 Trinity athletics will
never be forgotten.
In 1917 a service flag flew high
and mightly above Northam
towers. By 1918 Trinity could boast
of more than 600 graduates serving
their country during the time of
crisis,
' In 1919 footballers returned to
Trinity, most of them exdoughboys,
hardened
and
toughened by the war. Elected as
the 1919 Captain was James
Breslin, a distinguished veteran
who had been wounded in France
and received the Croix de Guerre
for valor by the French government. Trinity's small size and small
squad could not overcome their
powerhouse opponents, however,
and the first post war team settled
for a 2-4 record.
There was a winning season, 43, in 1922. It was a good team,
tough and scrappy, and its spirit
was exemplified by Daniel G.
Morton. Injured early in the
season, Morton volunteered to
coach the freshman squad. He was
so successful, and his dedication
was so appreciated, that Daniel
Morton '24 was awarded a letter

for coaching.
1925
was
considered
a successful season. However, the team's overall record
was 1-5. Why a success? Their only
win was over the Cardinals of
Wesleyan, 6-0.
1928 touched bottom for the
Bantams. Five games were lost, one
was tied, and the Trinity offense
was unable to score a single point.
Things had to get better, they
surely couldn't get any worse.
Through 1931 the bleak years
persisted. Then in 1932 there was a
cfiange. A young man who in 1929
had been a pinch runner for the
Cleveland Indians came to Trinity
to coach its varsity football team.
Daniel Jessee was about to begin a
thirty-five year reign of tremendous
successes. But that brings to a close
the fifteen year drought, and so the
new golden era will be saved for
another time.

Robert Morris '16
photo courtesy of
Trinity College Athletic Department

NEXT WEEK; The Jessee Years

Sports Scene
On The Summit
by Nick Noble

Three shutouts were recorded at Trinity on Homecoming
Saturday. Only two were by Trinity. There's really nothing
more that can be snid about the Varsity's 28-0 gridiron loss to
Williams last Saturday. The weaknesses that had been feared
during the pre-season weeks finally manifested themselves
on the first clear but certainly the coldest day of this, Trinity's
centennial campaign. The team will have to show some of the
gutsy determination it displayed in the first two contests, and
get at least one or two of the breaks, if they are to do well
against the impressive eleven that is Middlebury (the team to
beat this year by all reports),
The close, hard fought Varsity soccer triumph was
undoubtedly one of the most exciting games 1 have ever
witnessed, Greg Manning gave an impressive offensive
display, and in goal Al Wuugh outdid himself with a series of
near-impossible saves. The way the Bantam booters
tenaciously protected their slim 1 -0 lead for over one half hour
was simply thrilling. Pete's mission is complete: the crowd
was tremendous and supportive,
Sports* Genesis
Soccer and football: the two most popular fall sports. How
did they originate?
The playing of games where a bull or similar rounded
object was kicked between teams of players has an ancient
tradition. Such contests appear in sources from such diverse
cultures as the Chinese, the Egyptians, the Hebrews, and the
Mayans, For the most part they were not games for fun, but
integral events of intricate fertility rites. In some primitive
cultures whole tribes made up each team. This practice was
carried into more modern European cultures, when at
Harvest time whole towns would meet on an open field to
"play at ball".
The name "football" is first used sometime during the
15th century in England. The Romans are supposed to have
brought the game to the British Isles, as they used it as part of
their military training, to keep men fit, (much in the same way
the U.S. Army sponsors their own brutally exciting game of
Army Football to keep men in fighting form),
Football first gained public notoriety when King Edward II
issued an edict banning the playing of football and other such
"evil" rowdiness in 1314. The game was frowned upon until
the early 17th century, when it was again legal and popular,
Oliver Cromwell was an avid player and often mentioned the
game in his correspondence,
It must be remembered that until this time the game of
football had the ball kicked, not carried at all. Thus the
original organized football was really a form of soccer. This
game was predominantly played at English public (actually
private) schools.
On an afternoon in 1823, William Webb Ellis, a student at
the Rugby School, was playing a game of football. It was
getting dark and no one had scored, so the frustrated Ellis
picked up the ball and ran with it over the opponents goal
line, much to the alarm of his friends. Kllis" action was
frowned upon at Rugby, and for a year or so they continued to
play the old game, taking pains to avoid Kllis' faux pas.
But at other institutions Ellis' escapade was heard of and
taken to heart, and soon that "Rugby game" became the
national rage. Even Rugby took the game up, and credited
Ellis' feat with a bronze plaque.
Our modern American Football evolved from Rugby
among the nation's small colleges. St. Paul's School in
Concord, N.H. sent many Rugby players to New England,
New York, and Pennsylvania colleges, and thus the game was
began to grow. Trinity was prominent in this growth process,
but of course, that story has already been told.

Okay, so I blew it. There must be something to Tommy
Lasorda, Dodger Blue, Honorary Coach Francis Albert
Sinatra, and Baker, Garvey, Smith, and Cey. They've got a
solid team with superior starting pitching and a fairly decent
bullpen. They should give the Bronx Bombers quite a tussle.
Speaking of the Yankees, I blew it again. Billy Martin
saved his job. and George Brett proved again he's only
second best. I should have remembered that great
Ph.ladelphia and Kansas City tradition: choke.
lne Yanks pitching staff is a walking infirmary. Either
bullet or Figueroa has got to show up healthy for the series d
tne Yankees are to do some damage. The lack of a Series DH
this year is going to hurt the Yanks too.
Dodgers in seven. Just to see the old ex-Brooklyn'^5
back in New York is going to be intense. A 3,000 mile subway
senes. Still, Dodgers in seven. (But next year: Let's Go
Trinity President Theodore Lockwood presents & Homecoming corsage to Mrs.
Trimly'. late, great gridiron mentor. Who is that betag suffocated by Doc Lock'

•-, wife of
>bes?
photo by Scott M LeventM
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More Sports
Improved Harriers Impressive In Defeat
by Alex Magoun
They may be efficiently shut
out by the likes of Keene State and
Williams, but Trinity's cross-country runners are rapidly gaining
respect from the teams who once
regarded a Trinity meet as a joke.
Last Wednesday, the harriers
journeyed to New London for a

tri-meet with Connecticut College
and Eastern Connecticut and split,
clipping the hosts 21-34, but losing
narrowly to Eastern, 25-30. Trin's
trio of Jon Sendor, John Sandman,"
and Bob Williams ran within six
seconds of each other to offset
Conn. Coll.'s first place. Eastern,

Field Hockey
Wip
ibes Out Western
by Trina Abbott
The Trinity field hockey team
put on a good show for the large
crowd of returning alumni and
spectators against Western Connecticut on Saturday morning. Both
the offense and the defense started
off playing a fast aggressive game.
Throughout the first, as well as the
second half. Trinity outhustled the
other team and the ball was kept
down in Western's territory for
most of the game.
Freshmen Kim Henning and
Dottie Bundy were the high
scorers, with a hat trick a piece.
Tina Poole and Liv Brown scored

one and two goals respectively t
bring the score up to an amazing
9-0. Goalie Ann Warner had het
third shutout of the season. She
had a few key saves, but otherwise
just continued to get colder as she
watched her team chalk up the
points.
The game on the whole was well
played by the Trinity team although the competition was not
that tough. This week the team
plays Smith on Thursdy at 3:15
here, and on Friday due to a
schedule change, the Varsity plays
Wesleyan and the JV plays Farmington, here. Come and bring a
friend.

Women's Crew At
Holyoke Regatta
by Nick Noble
On Saturday the Trinity
oarswomen participated in the
National Women's Invitational Regatta held at Mt. Holyoke. As many
as ten college crews took part in the
full day affair. Choppy water and
harsh cold air set the spirit for the
day's races.
The Trinity Varsity boat was
disappointed in not qualifying for
the Regatta's Grand Finals, but
they won the consolation petite

finals. The JV Bantam boat started
. out well in their race, but experienced some trouble along the way
and finished third in a field of four.
The novice oarswomen performed extremely well, coming in
third out or thirteen boats, and
showed incredible potential,
Sunday's Head of the Connecticut Regatta was called off due
to rain. The Women's Crew next
rows at home against Simsbury
High on Saturday, 10:30 A.M.

Soccer Triumphant
cont.frompage 20
to Greg Madding. Five minutes
into the half, the Bants earned a
corner kick. The ball deflected off
of Dodge, and Madding put it away
in the upper left hand corner of the
goal with his right foot. This was
Greg's first goal of the young
season, and should be the first of
many.
Trinity still had to hold the lead
for 40 minutes. Outstanding
defensive performances were
turned in by Dodge, Meyer, Slade,
and Hallett, with solid tackling and
clearing. Their efforts were equally
matched by the offensive talents of
Thomas, Fleming, Savirio, and
Einstein. But the player of the
game had to be fullback Paul
Piezak who successfully shut out

Williams' ace striker, Friborg.
Also, goalie Al Waugh made
perhaps the most important save of
his career when he dove and
deflected a potential tying goal,
one of his 16 saves.
The victory over Williams was
one of the. few total team efforts
that the Trinity Varsity has turned
in during the past years. This spirit
coupled with the leadership of
coaches Schults and George should
lead to the Bants to an excellent
season. The next game against
Tufts on Saturday (away) should
give a further indication of the
depth and character of this year's
team. Fan support would be greatly'
appreciated as it made a big difference on Homecoming Day,

however, combined a one-two
finish by Joel Nolty and Mike
Fisher with enough depth to break
up fourth and fifth Bantams Alexes
Magoun and Sherwood, and thus
take victory on the 4.8 mile down
and up course.
The most impressive showing of
the afternoon was by Trinity's one
woman cross-country team composed of Lanier Drew; The fleetfooted Drew, a sophomore, took
first place in her meet against New
London. What made this victory so
tremendous was the fact that Miss
Drew outran her nearest .New
London competitor by 26 seconds.
Saturday's home meet scores
against Williams and Union may be
disheartening in comparison, but
the times aren't. The purple clad
Ephmen easily won, 15-45, as their
first five men cracked the course

record of 25:52 by tying for first in
25:28. Union also won, 23-32, and
in the process Bob Scheuer set a
new standard on the five mile
course with a 25:14 time. But the
Union coach had reason to be
surprised at the relative closeness
of the result. Not one, but three
Bantams clocked under 27:00 for
the first time, blonde maned John
Sandman leading the way in
26:40. Co-captains Jon Sendor and
Dan Howe followed 4 and 17
seconds later, giving the harriers
the 3, 4, and 6 places. The
veterans" efforts were in vain,
however, as Union clinched the
win with 7th and 8th, leaving
freshmen Alex Magoun (27:26) and
Bob Williams (27:45) to place
nine-ten and round out the score.
Trinity's second and last home
meet is Wednesday at 4:00 PM

against Wesleyan. Co-capt. Sendor
believes that since Weslevan lost to
Eastern Conn, by one point, Trinity
could be triumphant if each of the.
top five runners reaches his
potential. Many team members
believe it would help if passers-by
would cheer instead _of curse or
gawk as the runners go by.
OFF AND RUNNING:
Contrary
to
the
belief of some, Williams is not the
team's archrival. It was politely
pointed out before the meet that
Wesleyan fits the definition better,
as it's on the same competitive
level... The teams travel to Amherst Saturday for the NESCAC
meet, where they plan to improve
upon last year's point total...John
Sandman was not greatly excited
about his record for a Trinity
runner. "Wait until Wednesday",
the soft-spoken English major said.

Ducks Dunked By U. Conn.
And S.C.S.C. Last Week
The Trinity Ducks lost two
important battles last week, succumbing to the trollish forces of U.
Conn. 14-10, and being massacred
by Southern Conn. 17-4, The two
losses drops Trin's record to 4-5 on
the year.
The Ducks traveled up into the
woodlands of Storrs to grapple the
Huskies of U. Conn, last Tuesday
night Without any warmup whatsoever prior to the start of the
game, the Ducks jumped into the
water and fell flat on their faces. U.
Conn, jumped to an early five-zip
lead before soph Mike Hinton
connected. In the second quarter,
both teams scored three goals
apiece. Co.-capt. Kent Reilly accounted for all three Duck goals in
the quarter. Outstanding for the
Ducks on defense were Franck
Wobst, Rob Calgi, co-capt Scott
"Den" MacDonald, and Hinton
who continually stifled many Huskje scoring opportunities.
' The Ducks opened up the third
quarter of the game playing just as
pathetic as they had in the first
quarter. The Huskies soon scored

five straight goals to go up 13-4.
Trin managed to put one lone goal
in the U.Conn. nets as Reilly
canned the goal. The Ducks finally
woke up in the fourth quarter as
they scored five. Reilly swam the
length of the pool 'to score on a
pop-shot. Hinton scored two in a
row of assists by Calgi and
MacDonald. Calgi scored from the
outside off a pass from frosh Len
Adam on a man-up situation. Reilly
closed out the Trinity scoring on a
push-shot off the assist of Wobst.
Ducks Chipper Glanville, Rich
Katzman, Ahmed Ahmed, Teddy
Murphy, Tick Houk, and Clark,
"Big Guy" Patteson contributed to
the Trinity cause.
On Thursday night, the Sailor
Boys of Southern Conn, sunk the
Ducks 17-4. The match against
Southern consisted of two games:
the first half was Trinity vs.Southern, the second half was
Southern vs. an undifferentiated
mass of toads. Trin played stellar
defense in the first quarter as they
held Southern to only one goal.
Frosh goalie Fritz Eberle was

spectacular in goal as he singlehandedly blocked four Southern
fastbreaks. Trin was dealt bad
news in the first quarter as star
center-defenseman Franck Wobst
broke his nose while stopping a
Southern Conn, scoring opportunity and will be out for two weeks.
Trin tied the game at one all in the
second quarter as Calgi posted a
penalty shot. Southern proceeded
to score three straight goals, Two
resulted because the desk made
inaccurate thirty-five second c alls
against Trin and another goal came
on a referee's error.
In the second half, Trin had
only themselves to blame as
Southern scored nine straight goals
to put the game out of reach.
Eberle played well in goal despite a
total breakdown on the Trinity
defense. The final score stood
Southern 17-Trin 4, a goal by
Hinton and two by Reilly closed out
the Duck scoring.
•
"
, Trin hopes to get back on the
winning track as they entertain the
Greenwich Water Polo Club this
Wednesday nite (7-30) at home.
Be there. Aloha.

SCHEDULE CHANGES
Tripod Sports presents these schedule changes, hopefully in
time for you to change or make your game plans, fans.
JV Soccer Vs. Wesleyan CHANGED to Oct. 28,3:00 pm.
Field Hockey Vs. Amherst from Oct. 16toOct. 24,3:00pm.
Field Hockey Vs. Wesleyan from Oct. 15 to Oct. 14,3:00 pm.
Women's Tennis from Oct. 6 Vs. Amherst to Oct. 17, 3:00
ADDITION: Water-polo will play Westfield State Oct. 28 7:30
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Weekly Specials:
• O.J. Simpson Footballs
foil grain cowhide
S13.95 [blem.]
* Brooks Drake jogging shoes
closed out model $14.95
>• :
[not all sizes]
247-9905

112 Haw Britain !m.

Registration for
Second Quarter
PhysfeaMEducatio®
Now In Pmgrsss
Lobby of Ferris Center
9-12 a.m.
Mom-Fri.0ct.3-0ct.14

photo by Rob Meyer

Waterpolo Co-Captain Kent Reilly on the defensive.

Varsity Soccer Edges Eph-Men At Homecoming
by Randy Pearsall
pass and placed the ball into the
The Trinity soccer team finally lower left corner. The 1-1 tie was
did it. After all these years of losing broken with two quick goals by the
to the Purple Cows of Williams, the powerful Babson offense late in the
hooters
treated
a
large half. Although Trin outshot their
Homecoming Day crowd to an opponents 11-8, Babson led 3-1 at
exciting and delicious 1-0 victory the end of the first half.
over the Ephmen. This proved to
Despite Babson's two goal lead,
be one of the highlights of the the Bantams responded with
weekend and more than made up aggressive play, but they were to go
for an earlier defeat at the hands of unrewarded, even with the ejection
Babson last Wednesday.
of one of the opponents star
The soccer team opened the players. The visitors iced the
1977 home season with a loss to the victory with a goal in the 74th
undefeated Babson squad, 4-1. minute on a direct kick by Paylor.
Although suffering a three goal This left Trinity with a 1-2 record
defeat, the Bants have finally while Babson improved to 7-0.
appeared to have awakened from
Even in defeat, the Bant's
their early season lethargy as they performance was encouraging. The
recorded 18 shots against one of team seems to be exhibiting more
the top teams in New England.
desire, which should lead to a
Trin opened the game with a successful season. Also, the several
strong passing attack that was to injured players, out for this game,
persist throughout.the game. Even were back in action for the imthe Babson coach admitted that the portant Williams game, Bill Dodge
Bants were able to move the ball and Steve Slade turned in tough
better than any other team they efforts against Babson despite
had faced this year.
nagging injuries, and Larry
Babson began the scoring when Hallett's spirited play gave the
All-New England candidate Paylpr defense a big lift.
<
tallied just four minutes into the
Saturday's Williams game was a
game. Trinity snapped back with a crucial match for both teams. Both
goal at the 12 minute mark when the Bants and the Ephmen were
Ken Savino took an Aaron Thomas trying to turn their seasons around.

Trill's Greg Maddtng artfully dodges a Williams player.

Varsity booter Steve Slade powers through the Williams defenders
Oily Trinity was successful.
In front of a n ' overflow
Homecoming Day crowd, the
Trinity Varsity Soccer team
defeated Williams, 1-0, on a goal by
Greg Madding. The victory ended
a long string of victories for
Williams, and served as sweet
revenge for last year's 4-1 defeat at
rain soaked Williamstown. Trinity
improved its record to 2-2 while the
visitors fell to 0-4.
Despite their inauspicious
record, Williams proved to be a
formidable team. They maintained
a classy ball control offense at all
times, but the Bantam's aggressive
defense and penetrating offense
dulled the Ephmen's attack.
The first half seemed to be all
offense as both teams blasted a
total of 30 shots, 18 of which were
taken by Trinity. Senior midfielder
Lenahan led the barrage wi^h six
attempts at goal. However, neither
team could break the ice, and it
soon appeared that one goal would
decide the outcome of the game.
The second half was played
more conservatively as the shot
totals fell to 15. Of Trinity's 9 shots,
the most important one belonged
cont. on page 19
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Women's Tennis
Remains Unbeaten
by Betsy Gllderslecve

The
undefeated
Trinity
Women's Tennis Team traveled to
Springfield, Mon., Oct. 3, and its
1
fourth victory. The girls easily
swept their opponents aside, 8-1,
Highlighting the Springfield win
were the first singles and first
doubles matches. Sophomore
Wendy Jennings, (# 1), faced her
most formidable opponent so far.
Drawing on her speed, and on her
consistent ability to place accurate
shots, she was able to pull out a
victory in three sets.
Emily Tansky '81 and Mimi
Collidge '79 played their best
match of the season. Exercising
smooth strategy, they easily
defeated their opponents in two
sets,
Trinity was represented in the
Conn, State Tournament last
weekend by singles players Wendy
Jennings (H 1) and Betty Wallace
(# 2) and by the doubles teams of
seniors Vivi Dunklee and Barb
Fischer, and freshwomen Dede
Seeber and Holly Doremus.
The two doubles teams easilv

knocked out all other compeliton;to face each other in the finals,ft'!
seniors triumphed after a close-[
match, 7-5, (>-.'.
:j
Betty Wallace fought her m i
to the semi-finals, defeating k I
.second seed from Yale along ih;'
way, only to fall to the first seed
l-(), 4-(>. Wendy Jennings mader
to the finals before she was alst
downed by the first seed 3-6,6J
2-().
The team travels to 11 Conr
'rues., (Jet. 11, with high hopes d
continuing its undefeated stains

photo by Myron Cudz

Trinity Football Falls T oWilliams 2 8 - 0

by Dave Smith
In front of a frosted
homecoming crowd of 3,500
alumni, friends, and students of
Trinity, the Bantams fell to the
Ephmen of Williams 28-0.
Although they had some trouble
rushing against the Bantam
defense, Williams quarterback Bill
Whelan picked the Bants apart
through the airways hitting 15 of 27
for 249 yards and three scoring
strikes. His main target all afternoon was junior split end Ken
Hollingsworth who hauled in five

passes for 115 yards and one touchdown. Meanwhile, Mike Foye &
Co., plagued by eight costly turnovers, could get nowhere against
the menacing Williams , defense
picking up only 234 total yards to
the Ephs 449.
The beginning of the first
period saw little offensive action as
both defenses dominated play.
With the ball on their own 32 yard
line, Whelan hit halfback Dave
Massucco with a perfect strike and
the scant back raced 68 yards for

the score. Hollingsworth added his for ten yards to the three and Trinity 21 yard line. With
first of four extra points and with Trinity was knocking on the door. remaining Massucco capped Wj
9:11 remaining Williams was ahead Following two unsuccessful scoring drive as he scampew
7-0.
running bursts, Foye went back to outside for 21 yards and a score.
Behind the hard hitting of co- pass but was dumped for a 15 yard
Trailing 14-0 the Bants wentw
captain Dave Poulin and Joe Flynn, loss back to the 19 yard line. On their shotgun offense in hopes o"
the Bantam defense bottled up the fourth down Bill McCandless' 26 quick score but cornerback Gttl
Ephmen and gave the offenses a yard field goal attempt went wide
McAleenan, who had three thefts
golden opportunity when defensive and the Bantams only first half
on the day, made a diving W
end Jim Leone pounced on a scoring threat was thwarted.
terception of an errant Foye pass w
Williams fumble to give Trinity
On Williams' first possession of end the drive. On Trinity's ne*
possession on the Williams 23 yard the second quarter, fullback Gus
.P
line. After getting a first down, Nuzzolese broke through a gaping series of downs, Foye coughed U
quarterback Mike Foye optioned hole and rambled 58 yards to the the football while trying to go ^
t cont. on p»ge 17

QB Mike Foye I. stymied on » keeper aroimd to the left, *M* *«* typical of Bantam

•'14

*U afternoon.

